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The CDP Trust POWA Partnership, now in its fourth year, draws on 
the creative arts and their cultural forms as powerful, transformative 
vehicles for strengthening the voice and visibility of the women’s 
movement.
 
Our programmes create spaces and skills for the making of advocacy 
media, to deepen the healing processes and promote women’s rights 
and health education, essentially addressing gender-based violence.
 
The artworks in this edition were generated in a CDP Trust 
programme dedicated to refugee women, primarily those seeking 
shelter and protection at the Central Methodist Church in the 
Johannesburg inner city. This work enabled a multi-dimensional 
process of expressing traumatic journeys, alienation and frequently 
experienced episodes of gross abuse within the countries they fled, 
and here in South Africa, the host country. The visual narratives, of 
signs and symbols of alienation, hopes and fears, dreams, love and 
love lost, express more than personal journeys. These are equally 
statements of protest for the world to witness. This programme was 
generously supported by Multi Agency Grants Initiative.
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7 Foreword

Foreword

This anthology contains the prize winners and selected entries submitted 
to People Opposing Women Abuse (POWA). This is the fourth POWA 
Women’s Writing Competition. The competition has established itself as 
a pivotal platform to promote women’s writing as a way of healing by 
breaking the silence; to increase discussion and debate about women’s 
issues and struggles; and to encourage women to write creatively. 

The theme for 2007/8 was Journeys to Recovery. Survivors of violence 
are often forced to flee sites of violence. Women survivors cross vast 
emotional and geographical spaces to find a place of relative safety. 

Through POWA’s work in refugee camps and urban settings in the 
South African Development Community over the past few years, we 
were becoming increasingly aware of the violence experienced by refugee 
women and girls. In selecting the theme Journeys to Recovery, we hoped 
to elicit entries from women refugees, displaced persons, asylum seekers 
and migrant women. Our theme for the 2007/8 competition took on a 
painful irony when, in May 2008, xenophobic violence spiked in South 
Africa, resulting in the deaths of over 60 refugees, with thousands more 
displaced, many of whom eventually returned to their countries of origin 
rather than face further acts of violence.  

Journeys to Recovery is a collection of poems, short stories and personal 
essays told from the perspective of the survivor’s journey. The entries came 
from women with a range of ages, backgrounds and experiences across 
South Africa, written in six official languages. We thank all the entrants 
for their courage in sharing their most painful and intimate experiences. 
Every entry had its own strength and emotional power, which made the 
competition difficult to judge.
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The following women made up the panel of judges: Liz Trew, a POWA 
volunteer; Pumla Gqola, from the University of the Witwatersrand; 
Baleseng Segona, from POWA; and Joan Allison, from the United Nations 
High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR), Pretoria. Collectively, the 
judges have a background in gender issues and creative writing, and could 
judge entries in all the languages in which POWA received submissions. 
This year, POWA offered for the first time a creative writing workshop, 
facilitated by Myesha Jenkins, to women whose work was selected for 
commendation.

POWA thanks SAIH/FOKUS and the Ford Foundation for their 
continued support of the Writing Competition, and welcomes GCIS as a 
new partner to the project.

The artwork was created by women refugees who participated in a 
HIVOS-funded project run by the Curriculum Development Project 
(CDP) Trust. 

We look forward to receiving your writing for the next competition.

Carrie Shelver
– Competition Coordinator

Nehwoh Belinda
– Assistant Coordinator

Liz Trew
– Chair of the Panel of Judges



Introduction

The Politics of Private Violence

This moving collection of stories offers an insight into multiple Journeys 
to Recovery; geographical, emotional and physical. What strikes me most 
is each story’s concern with unjust responses to violence as much as with 
violence itself. What is not surprising is that violence figures so centrally 
in women’s writing, given the pervasiveness of violence against women. 
For many, the ability to move across space is a chance for a new start, and 
this is evident in the hope expressed by some of the writers. New places 
give women a chance to emerge from the constraints of culture, family 
and obligation that can keep women silent and isolated. These writers, 
however, refuse to be silent and the power with which they write about 
their journey is testament to this. 

In spite of this, these stories speak overwhelmingly to the numerous 
ways that women’s experiences of violence and injustice are ignored, 
minimised and normalised. For women who cross physical borders this 
process of normalising violence takes on a particular characteristic. Just 
as the judiciary silences rape victims, so too the asylum system refuses 
to recognise that violence against women constitutes persecution. As 
yet, no asylum seeker in South Africa has ever gained asylum because 
she was a victim of domestic violence. Furthermore, for a rape to be 
considered worthy of asylum, as one refugee status determination told 
our researchers, it has to be “more than just a rape” – [If] she was raped 
because foreign domination, aggression, violence… such a person, I would 
give that person status. The claim is not based solely on the rape.” [1] Trying 
to understand migrant women’s experiences of getting asylum has shown 
how, for so many people in positions of power, domestic violence and 
rape are not the stuff of international concern. Rather they are cultural, 
private and “normal”.

These issues become all the more painful in light of the recent (but not by 
any means new) attacks against foreigners in South Africa. The response 
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from civil society was shaky at first but, with time, became reassuringly 
strong. However, amidst the activity and outrage, I was left wondering 
why the violence women face doesn’t elicit the same outrage. For women 
migrants the distinction between a xenophobic attack and a misogynist 
one may not be particularly useful. As much as women are attacked as 
foreigners, the violence they face takes on particular, gendered, forms: 
rape, violence from South African partners, and forced labour. This is 
violence with a message, and the message is that it should not be spoken 
of; that it is not really violence at all. 

In the aftermath of the xenophobic attacks, only eight rapes were 
reported. And yet we know about the pervasiveness of rape in times 
of mass conflict. Only 517 women were in the emergency camps in 
the Western Cape compared with 1 364 men. [2] And yet there is no 
reason to imagine that foreign women were less likely to be attacked 
than men. Again this information tells a story about how collectively 
we see violence against women. It shows that our society believes that 
some kinds of violence and some kinds of victims should not be spoken 
about and needn’t be responded to. It reinforces a hierarchy of violence 
where public violence involving many people at once is considered more 
important and worthy of international outrage than violence that takes 
place away from public scrutiny against individuals. These messages: “It 
is private”, “It is our culture”, “It is normal”, echo through these writers’ 
work and each of the authors resist them in powerful ways. 

These writers speak confidently about what needs to be done. They 
remind us about the need for services and organisations that respond to 
women with fairness and without sexism. They speak about the need for 
neighbours and communities to be outraged at their abuse and not to be 
afraid of “meddling”. And they remind us that we need to state often and 
loudly that it is not normal, not private and not “just a rape”. 

Ingrid Palmary, PhD
Coordinator: Gender, Violence and Displacement Initiative,  
Forced Migration Studies Programme, University of the Witwatersrand

1  With thanks to Julie Middleton for use of the quote.

2   Marsh, M. (2008): ‘A rapid inter-agency assessment of gender-based violence and the attacks on  
non-nationals in South Africa’, UNICEF.
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Go rilwe ke a ratwa,
Mme ka mimiela,
Ka bitšwa ka Mmamoratwa,
Bothata bja tšwa ka kgoro,
Ke nna Mmamotšatši.

Mmaloo…..!
Le le lešweu ke le apere,
Dipholo tša wa ka lefase,
Melodi le mekgolokwane tša kedietšwa,
Ka tšwešwa ntepa le thito.

Aaa…..!
Moya wa lethabo,
Bohle ba be bathabile,
Go thabile le mongmabu,
Mabu a tlala ka monola wa megokgo.

Matlaba a nkaparetše,
Matlaba ke ge ke sa bone,
Yeo ke nyetšego le yena.
Bošego le mosegare,
Go yena go no itshwanela.

st
prize1

by Elizabeth Magakoa

Mmamotšatši

Mmamotšatši

Poetry
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Naa ke tla leka bjang?
Maleka ga se makgona,
Go kgona ke ge nka leka,
Ke wa ke tsoga,
Etse mosadi ke maano.

O šetše a fetogile lefela,
Ke no dula ke le lefela,
Ke aparetšwe ke bohlologadi,
Dikobo tša gona ke tše ditšhweu,
Ke nna “uzilile”
 
Diporogwana di tsena di e tšwa,
Go botšiša ke a botšiša,
Ke fetolwa ke legoswi,
Bobete bo ikalele lepai,
Naa ke bolai mang?

Motsotso ka motsotso o 
dula a kitima.

Se sola ke ya sola,
Empa diruiwa di šetše di ena le mogopo ka gaka,
Naa waka monna o bitšwa ke eng?
Motsotso ka motsotso o dula a kitima.
Ruu…ri! Nakana mosadi wa nkhakhara.

Maropeng go a boelwa,
Matswele a Mmathari ga ana hloya.
Bofiega nkatoge,
Lesedi ntlhahle ditsela,
“Nkabe ke ngwana morago”. 

Mmamotšatši

Diporogwana di tsena 
di e tšwa
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nd
prize2

by Leah Gharbaharan

The Noose

Because he looked at me with love;
Possession and adrenaline entwined.
Because he said the pain was a trophy
Like i was his.

Because when he looked at me;
His eyes were my addiction.
The fix that gave me reason to live
As i died in his gaze. 

i cherished the smear he placed
On my life.
On my skin.
On my mind.

Because i thought the death he gave me 
Was worth more than the life i owned 
The blinding halo he wore became 
My tightening noose. 

And i choked on my own fragility;
The shattered crystal
Refusing to see the resolute fragments
Of who i am.

Because one day she spoke to me;
Told me to destroy my puppet life.
And i did.
I ran.

And she smiled.
Through the scarred remains of her face
She smiled.
Smiled even as I shattered the mirror.

Because the hostage died that night
And she lived again.
Because she emerged from the ruins
I live again.

His eyes were my addiction.

And she smiled.

The NooseBreaking the Silence
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by Duduetsang Makuse

Harass’n’ my Ass

rd
prize3

You holler at me as though I was some hoe
I can’t stroll through this street

I can’t cut past this corner 
You insult me with your declarations of a vain affection

Wooing me with woe
You’ve never known treasure so you chase after a fraudulent figment  

of pleasure
Slippin’ a slimy “sweety” in my ear

Placin’ a bad breathed “baby” on my butt
Ogling me with your fingers while you fondle me with your eyes…

You grab me with your claws in an attempt to caress my skin
You desire my death, the death of my soul… 

The deranged, darkening soul’s peerin’ at me through your eye holes
Tellin’ me that I should be afraid…

That I should fear this power-hungry shell that is emptiness
Emptiness that is you, 

You wish to turn your hollers into my horror.
What is this holocaust of harassment?

Demeaning the bloody sweat of those who laboured for this freedom
The same freedom you tried to rob me of when you tried to  

invade my body
You want to imprison me in a dungeon of violation

Of Violence born of Lust: 
This is a perverse pus that festers in the pants of many a  

so-called “Man”

My ass!
My face, My waist, My thighs – Mine
My smile, My heart, My mind – Mine

My joy, My affection, My strength – Mine
Mine, mine, all mine.

This self that is only be shared at my discretion
How DARE you harass my ass! 

Harass’n’ my AssBreaking the Silence

Ogling me with your 
fingers while you fondle 

me with your eyes…
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by Nolonwabo Moyakhe

Promised Land

My weathered soul and calloused feet give
testimony of my long journey.
I have walked the barren terrain of my heart
and i have stumbled and fell.

Oblivious to the rough and sharp earth
I continued my unknown path.
Every laboured step delivered me further from his 
wet tongue and probing fingers.

Even as the desert vultures mocked my 
feeble attempt at self-discovery,
I vowed never to look back.
My layers were beginning to shed
and i vowed never to look back.
 

Best 
Youth 
Enty

After silent cries and internal struggles,
I, the solitary traveller, forgave myself.
The hope that comes with every dawning
day nourished me,
As rain fell upon my drought-stricken roots.
My path became clearer.
I found direction.
 
I’m no longer running away from his 
spineless shadow.
I’m taking back all that is rightfully mine.
I’m taking long strides until i reach my
final destination.
My promised land.

I, the solitary traveller, 
forgave myself.

Promised Land

After silent cries and 
internal struggles,
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by Keamogetswe Mooketsi

Letting Go

I’m finally letting go
Letting go of situations that do not benefit me
Letting go of circumstances that do not befit a Christian woman
I’m learning to embrace the free spirited creative woman I am
Letting go of all the hurt, pain and resentment
The anger, frustrations and a sense of loss
I embrace that I have risen above the dilemmas that have paralysed me 
in the past
I’m letting go of wanting to make others see I’m worthy and wanting 
to show how much I care
Wanting to explain myself or justifying my actions

Rather, I sing, I laugh and dance
I listen to my inner thoughts and respect my own opinion
I’m letting go of those who don’t deserve or appreciate me
Yearning to be loved so much, that it’s on terms that don’t satisfy  
my being

Thirsting for attention so much, that I quench it with bitter words and 
twisted lies
I’m learning to embrace my body, finely crafted and polished like a 
wooden statue
I’m learning to hold on to the hope and to never lose faith that gold,
just like royalty, should be treated differently
I’m letting go of suffocating in tiny, cluttered living spaces
and hearts with no room to explore the free aero spaces of love
instead, I look at the windows of my heart with delight
I’m letting go of allowing my wild imagination be shattered into tiny 
particles, because of the sad realities of my experiences
I’m learning to speak with tact and say more than thoughts, but what  
I feel
To show compassion to this masterpiece that carries my vitality
I’m learning to grow, but mostly I’m growing more into me

I’m learning to embrace 
the free spirited creative 

woman I am

Letting Go
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by Lebogang Moutlane

(For Tracy Chapman)

Behind the Walls

Re basotho everyday our parents say ditaba tsa lapa di tshwanetše go 
sala ga lapeng
Never interfere with other family affairs
Tlogela, tlogela, tlogela, ngwanaka
Turn a blind eye, they said.

She’s his punching bag with new colour-changing bruises 
Her pain rapidly oozes to my soul 
Her strides are disturbingly inaccurate; you’d say she was a drunk 
The most I can do is imagine her acrimonious aches
I comfort myself as I whisper to her in my dreams that I’m a 
conservative person 
I am indoctrinated to turn a blind eye
Because not so long ago we had no rights
Let alone were we taught to spell the simple yet complex word 
“freedom”
Tlogela, tlogela, tlogela, ngwanaka
Turn a blind eye, they said.

“Dumelang,” I wave at her and trying so desperately hard I carry an 
ear-to-ear smile to ease her pain 
Swiftly she returns my greetings as she rushes to the house
She’s embarrassed
She knows that I know but they said 
Tlogela, tlogela, tlogela ngwanaka

A man is the head of his family no matter what
Never knowing that no matter what was a very long sentence maybe 
even an essay
But tlogela, tlogela, tlogela ngwanaka

I see the burden on the children’s faces as they enter the house
The mother’s agony knows no hesitation as it races from her heart to 
her face
We can all see and read it
Even the blind and illiterate
She too rushes to the house
It is 4 o’clock

Tlogela, tlogela,  
tlogela, ngwanaka

Turn a blind eye, they said.

Behind the Walls
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According to “law’s nature” she should be barefoot and in the kitchen 
My heart begs my hand to stretch but my culture pleads otherwise
It really hurts to be trapped in a free country
The children sprint out the house crying for help but they said
Tlogela, tlogela, tlogela ngwanaka
Tseo ke ditaba tsa batho!

Koko makes it her priority to summon me to the house
She too wants to help but she won’t; she can’t
We’re conservative people and no one taught us how to spell the word 
“freedom”
Tlogela, tlogela, tlogela ngwanaka.

by Nerine Schilder

Unfathomed Love
My heart begs my hand 
to stretch but my culture 
pleads otherwise

I cannot fathom why it is that you would hurt me so
I cannot fathom why it is you never came to know

The woman who I really am from deep within my soul
With visions, dreams and withheld goals

And sacrificial love.

I cannot fathom why it is you treat me like you do
I cannot fathom how you think or lie without a blink

While all I gave was love, love, love
In every way I could.

I cannot fathom underneath our soft unblotted sheets
Entwining bodies, making love

While playing with our feet.

I cannot fathom why it is your past you can’t let go
So you could have a changing chance

For me to better know
But most of all I cannot fathom
Your love you couldn’t show.

Unfathomed Love
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mister, you crinkle off my broeks 
like a yellow sucker wrapper, 
calling me precious

Mister

Short Stories
by Boitumelo Lekalakala

My Healer in Thee

st
prize1

Never did I think that the one person that I had dedicated my life to, 
for happy days and sad ones, would ever lay his hands on me. Only, 
I thought, he would do so to caress me and keep me safe, warm and 
loved. But no, his intentions were to bruise me, hurt and devalue my 
being and for long he did succeed. I got beaten up almost every day of 
my life for small, stupid and selfish reasons. Reasons that even a ten year 
old would not dare to believe. But because he was the provider and so, I 
thought, I would never succeed without Thabo, I stayed there for years. 
I remember that one day when he came back from work he beat me up 
so badly with the suitcase he was carrying that my entire body felt numb. 
For what? Because he had to knock twice instead of once before I could 
open the door. 

Immediately after that he told me that he was coming back and that I 
should prepare a meal for him. I was so badly hurt, I was wondering why 
I let a five-lettered-named man overpower me. I mean, I am Cynthia, 
I have seven letters to my name, which is two more than him. “The 
things I said to empower myself”. Anyway, that made me tick because I 
knew that seven is a very powerful number and of great importance. On 
the seventh day God rested after creating his masterpieces, and so forth. 
These things are things that I used to tell myself. One might think they 
are stupid but they are the ones that slowly but surely boosted the little 
bit of confidence I had.     

My Healer in Thee
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The moment I took out the pots a silly thought came to my mind, but 
it made me aware that I also had my own sort of power. So I decided to 
follow it. I went to the bathroom, opened the toilet seat and drew water 
from the toilet. It went straight into the pots. Then I started cooking with 
joy in my heart plus a feeling of power. My intentions were never to harm 
Thabo’s health or anything; I just felt that I also had power. I was not 
feeling any numbness anymore, but power, just power. I cooked like I’d 
never cooked before. I made a salad that just popped in my mind. I fried 
the chicken and spiced it like I had never spiced it before. The vegetables, 
mmm, were such a pleasure to the eye. I’m sure the neighbours could 
hear and smell what I was cooking and probably thought that Thabo 
and I had fixed things. Then he came back, with such pride. I took out 
a loaf of bread, sliced and buttered it and made a cup of tea. I dished 
up for him and I ate the bread while he ate the delicious meal cooked 
by his wife. Observing that I was having bread instead, he said, “That is 
how real women live, with bread and tea and their husbands with meat, I 
guess you are not so dumb after all”. I smiled, knowing exactly how that 
meal was prepared and the power that I had in my hands.

I continued cooking for him every day in the very same manner, going to 
the bathroom, opening the toilet seat and drawing water from there to 
cook. I actually started enjoying cooking and, for the mere fact that I was 
preparing delicious meals around that time, I got fewer beatings. But the 
point is that they were still there. That Sunday, I felt like going to church 
and it was no surprise that Thabo wanted to walk me to the gate, “So 
that I would not look at other men”. At the gate seeing the priest, Father 
Mthethwa, passing by, Thabo greeted him, “Yes, small boy”. And the 
priest just greeted him back appropriately and continued walking. I sang 
like I had never sang before on that Sunday. It was probably because of 
the little power I felt around that time. For some reason, that very same 
day they wanted volunteers to cook for the next Friday’s meeting, and so 
forth. I laughed to myself, thinking of how I prepared meals back at my 
house and how someone enjoys them dearly. I decided to join, “since I 
had become a good cook these days” and was enjoying it. I actually went 
home fulfilled that day.

After church, I went straight home because I did not want Father 
Mthethwa to ask me anything about the way Thabo had greeted him. 
Arriving home I knew what I had to do. Cook. Amazingly, it felt so 
wrong for me to draw water from the toilet. The thought felt disturbing. 
I cooked but with clean water and although that meant that I was letting 
go of my power over Thabo I still felt good about cooking. So this time 
I dished up for both of us as the food was clean. But I got a beating for 
I forgot that my meal was bread and tea. The week commenced like it 
usually did, with me getting my punishment every now and then. We 
cooked on Friday, when Father Mthethwa gave us a proposal. He was 
given a catering tender and was looking to hire individuals who were not 
working to be in charge. I joined, which meant that I was now employed. 
Arriving home I told Thabo and got a beating for that.

The next morning I had to ask for money from my husband so that I 
could take a taxi to our catering venue. He kicked, slapped and punched 
me badly. I was crying and the more I cried the more he kicked. He 
told me that I should go and sleep with Father Mthethwa since he was 
making me ask for money from my husband in order to see him. He 
punched me like I was a punching bag, swore at me and left for work. 
I lay there crying and told myself that I did not need him, I could take 
myself there. I took my apron and walked, walked and walked. Luckily, 
one of the members of the church passed me on the way and helped 

The week commenced like it 
usually did, with me getting my 

punishment every now and then.

My Healer in Thee
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me there. Everything went well but when I got home I found my bags 
waiting for me at the gate. I picked them up and went slowly with my 
heart in my hands to the house. When I opened the door I just heard 
“Foetsek! Go back to that Father of yours”. I turned immediately, fearing 
for my life, took my bags and walked and walked and walked. I had no 
idea where I was going but kept on taking a break to relax a little. While 
I was relaxing I starting thinking about my life and started crying my 
heart out. I felt lost and hopeless. A young man passed by, recognised 
me from church and asked me what was wrong. He took me in his car 
to Father Mthethwa’s home. I was not ready to talk but they gave me a 
back room to sleep in.

In the morning, Father asked me if I still wanted to join them in the 
catering project and I insisted “Yes”. We arrived there and I behaved 
normally and enjoyed preparing the meals. Every day went by like this 
but every night I cried myself to sleep. I would wake up the next day 
and go and cook with the other women, and immediately when I got my 
hands on the pots I felt a sense of relief. Unaware, I was slowly opening 
up to the women I was working with, especially when I was chopping 
and peeling. At the end of the month, I had revealed all I had kept inside 
and was ready to succeed as the best cook ever. I was missing Thabo, but 
I took it one step at a time. But I thank him, because it was through him 
that I discovered that the pot is my best friend. 

Unaware, I was slowly 
opening up to the women 
I was working with.

by Becky Apteker

To Crush Without 
Breaking the Surface

Just before the last suitcase was loaded into the car and the house was 
closed up and locked for the drive to the airport, my sister came outside 
to find me on the curb, where I waited outside our house. She sat down 
next to me in the shade of the jacaranda.

“This reminds me…” she said. 

I didn’t answer her or look up. But I felt her old familiar presence. For 
a moment she was, once again, just my big sister. I remembered the 
game we played, sitting out here, on the grassy verge, outside our garden 
wall. We called it our Getaway Game. Sometimes when the house was 
unbearable, so full of the sound of our mother nagging and complaining 
at our dad, we’d come out here, just to get away.

“Come with me,” my sister whispered, leaning towards my ear across the 
couch, where we both sat reading, pretending not to hear the noise.

I followed her out the kitchen door, down the driveway and to the 
garden gate, where we’d heave open the stiff metal that was supposed to 
protect us from Them-Out-There and slip through into the Great World 
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beyond. We would sit. Out there on the grassy verge, right outside our 
house, we would sit. Breathing. We breathed in the sounds of The World 
Beyond. We breathed in the peace after The Voice Inside. 

We sat under the old jacaranda and told each other stories. We pretended 
this curb was a station and we were waiting for a bus, or a train, or a 
carriage, to take us – away. The cars that drove by were our passage to 
a new place, a place we could imagine and create. All we had to do was 
put ourselves out here on the curb and the ride to the place we wanted 
to go would find us. 

The Getaway Girl

There was another version to the Getaway Game too. This one usually 
began a little differently. My mother would be going at my sister. Non-
stop. 

“What did you think you were doing?” – “Why did you…?” – “How could 
you…?” My mother stood in the doorway of Sarah’s room, imprisoning 
my sister. Going at her. 

Finally, my sister, keeping her head down, would go to her cupboard and 
put on her running shoes. 

Sarah might have said, “You’re right, Mom” or “Sorry” or “Can we 
discuss this later?” or “Leave me alone” or something worse. Then she 
would march towards the door, sometimes pushing my mother aside and 
she would head Out There for a run. 

When I heard the latch on the kitchen door I would yell after her, “Wait, 
Sarah! Wait for me! I’m coming too.”

My mother would stand defiantly in front of me: “You’re too young to 
go out there.”

“Sarah will look after me.”

“You can’t go.”

“Please, Mom. Please.”

Then Sarah would interject, “She’s only going to come outside to wait 
for me.”

My mother would finally stand down and I would go outside towards 
the gate. When my mother’s silhouette disappeared from the kitchen 
window, then I would creep through the gate and wait outside on the 
kerb for my sister. In my head my sister was the Getaway Girl and she 
would save me too. 

The Things She Knew

She knew things, my sister. Sometimes she was Rapunzel. 

“I can make straw into gold,” she told me once, coming out of the 
shower, a towel wrapped around her, her curly hair, all wiry and squiggly 
and dark. “Watch!” she said. 

With the invitation to enter her room I too saw how it was done. Long 
arms, firm and agile, brushed and blow-dried and ironed her hair into a 
curtain of smooth gold. I lay over the edge of her bed and knew my sister 
was a princess. I knew she would teach me too how to be one, when it 
was my turn. 

Breathing. We breathed in the 
sounds of The World Beyond. 

To Crush Without 
Breaking the Surface
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Sometimes she painted my face with all her make-up. I was her canvas. 
She would sit me down and we would pretend that I had come for an 
appointment with the beautician. “You’re going to be the fairest of 
them all when I’ve finished with you, Kerrin,” she cooed over me. “Too 
beautiful to imagine.”

Base. Eyeliner. Blusher. Afterwards when I looked in the mirror a face 
that seemed to hold so much more than I knew of myself stared back at 
me. My nice enough little green eyes seemed to have grown and enlarged. 
There was a soft mound of cheekbone that flushed into the jawline and 
eyelashes! When she turned me around to see myself I couldn’t stop 
staring. 

I peered over. I leaned in. I tried to get closer to that wonderful stranger 
that she had made me. 

“Is that me? Is that really me?”

She laughed. 

“No. No matter what they tell you, Kerrin, that is not you. That is just 
your disguise.” 

Then she hunched herself up, contracted her body into that of an ancient 
crone. A gnarled finger was extended in my direction. I stared entranced 
at the creature.

“My dear,” the crabby voice intoned, “Never forget this is your magic 
spell, your charm, your enchantment. Use it well. But remember it is 
only for drawing in your prey. You can’t keep the prey with the charm. 
You can only draw them in. Once they’re in, then it’s up to you. The 
real you.”

Then she was Sarah again. But I knew, I knew Sarah knew magic. 

The Evil Spell

Perhaps because she was an enchantress, perhaps because she had getaway 
charms and enchantment charms and charms to turn dull matter into 
gold, perhaps that was why she herself fell under a spell. It seemed to 
happen slowly. She began to change. Layers of skin folded themselves 
around her. Her fine, happy features became thick and ugly. The surface 
of her face was hidden under a layer of red pimples. Her face, the one 
I knew, was replaced by the scowl of a stranger who did not look me in 
the eye.

“Get out of my room,” she screamed when I knocked on her door. Or a 
red face would fling the door open, spittle spraying in my face, hissing, 
“Can’t you leave me alone, you little pest?”

My sister had become a monster. 

Rituals 

I was only ten. But even I could see my sister was being taken over by 
my mother. The uglier she grew the more my mother took over her life. 
She began driving my sister to Important, Secret Meetings. My mother 
spoke in whispers to my sister. 

When I entered the kitchen she’d say in a sharp pinched voice, “Go out, 
Kerrin. This is not about you.”

I peered over. I leaned in. I tried 
to get closer to that wonderful 

stranger that she had made me. 

To Crush Without 
Breaking the Surface
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I knew it was about going away to university. They thought I didn’t 
understand. But there were other things too. Meetings with people in 
the house. With lawyers and inspectors and policemen. They all seemed 
to want to talk about The Saddest Day.

The Saddest Day

Of course I remembered The Saddest Day. It happened like this. It was 
the day Sarah was bewitched. Before she became a monster. There was a 
knock at the door. I went to answer it. My sister stood there, home from 
a run. Only it wasn’t her. She stood staring at me with her lips locked 
– wide open. She was breathing hard. She was staring past me. Her hands 
were moving. No! Flapping. But she didn’t move up the step. I thought 
my heart would fall out of my mouth. My sister! My sister! 

I wanted arms big enough to help her indoors, to guide her unseeing 
eyes over the entrance, to hold her shaking, trembling body. I wanted 
the strength to carry her to the bathroom, to help her clean the dirty, 
muddy clothes, the torn shorts, the running pants that seem to have 
been shredded. And the blood. I didn’t know where it came from. I 
wished I could have been her big sister then. 

Instead I ran away from her. I couldn’t help it. Sobs of terror fell out of 
my mouth. I ran to the door of the study where they sat, the parents, 
my dad behind the paper, my mom holding up a hand to admire a new 
colour she had just applied to the nails.

“Come!” I tried to scream. “Come!” 

But something had seized my tongue. I had no words. I stood there 
shaking out the horror I had swallowed up from my sister all over the 
floor. 

“For God’s sake, Kerrin,” my mother said, looking at me in disgust, 
“Control yourself. What is it, girl?”

I felt ashamed. For the fact I had no words. For the fact my sister had no 
words. For both of us. And for my mother and father. That they too did 
not have the right words to help us.  

The Enchantment Works

She became a giant, an ogress. She chased me up corridors. 

On the Thursday before she left I sat in the lounge reading a magazine. 
I didn’t see her coming, but suddenly Sarah had dived on me, grabbing 
at the magazine and tearing it out of my hands. Then she was yelling at 
me, shaking the magazine in my direction. 

“Do you want to go round looking like this? Like some Hillbrow whore? 
Like a crack addict chasing after the money for a next fix? Is that what 
you want? Why are you looking at this stuff?”

I hated her. I backed away and then ran down the corridor to lock myself 
in the bathroom. A perfume bottle she must have forgotten to pack sat 
on the windowsill. I thought, so what, I’ll use it. 

But she was right outside the bathroom door waiting for me. And she 
could smell that I had sprayed it. She raised her fist and swung it into my 
eye. There was a cold rush of shock. Then the feeling of blood trickling 
down my cheek. I looked at her. I couldn’t believe this was my sister. 
She was staring back at me. For one moment our eyes locked. Then she 
turned away.

They all seemed to want to 
talk about The Saddest Day.

To Crush Without 
Breaking the Surface
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My mother ran down the corridor. 

“Look what you’ve done, now, Sarah,” she shrieked. “Isn’t it enough, 
what happened? Isn’t that enough for this family to deal with?”

The Monster in the Darkness

In the hours before dawn of the day my sister was leaving I woke up early 
and sat at my window and stared out at the mustard-coloured sky. I felt 
sad. My cheek hurt. It felt big and bruised and misshapen. The tone of 
the skin was the same mottled greenish yellow colour as that of the early 
dawn sky. I closed my eyes. My heart was sore. I wanted to wish. I didn’t 
know what for. I felt only that my heart wished. 

I walked out into the corridor and shuffled quietly up the hall to the 
door of my sister’s room. It was closed of course. With a trembling hand 
I put my palm on the handle. As quietly as I could I turned the handle 
and pushed it open. I hardly dared breathe. Inside her room it was pitch 
black and the air was stuffy. My sister had moved her bookcase against 
the window so that it blocked out the light. I could hear her breathing. 
A thick, snorting kind of a breathing. The kind that the big fat monster 
she was, would have made.  

The Day She Left

She came into my room. She carried a bag of make-up. In her chubby, 
ugly hands the magical liquids they had once been now seemed horrid 
and dirty. 

“Here,” she said, not looking at me. She pushed the bottles in my 
direction. But I didn’t move.

She put the pile down on the dresser. “It’s base. Stuff like that. For your 
bruise.”
 
She stopped and for one moment her eyes met mine. 

“I’m sorry,” a voice said. I didn’t answer her. 

Later that morning I sat in front of my own mirror and smeared – gingerly 
– the flesh-coloured liquid onto my skin. Like magic the mottled grey 
and yellow bruise was covered. All that was visible was an ugly, odd, 
misshapen swelling. It looked worse, somehow, that strangely bloated 
cheek, without the discolouring beneath to explain the reason. 

With a slightly rougher hand I tried to wipe away the covering. But I 
found it harder to take off than it had been to put on.

Then I remembered. 

There were special creams for removing these kinds of potions. 

For a moment my sister’s face swam into the mirror. I thought of her 
own enlarged bloated and misshapen body. I thought that, like my cheek, 
it seemed as though she had also been bruised. But in her case it was her 
entire being. And violently bruised. Yet just like this base had done, the 
place where she had been crushed was covered, hidden beneath a surface 
disguise of fatness. 

This is not the real you, she had said of the make-up, of its power to 
deceive. It’s just a charm to draw others in.

“This is not the real you,” I said to the mirror. “This is just a charm.” 

I wanted to wish. I didn’t know what 
for. I felt only that my heart wished. 

To Crush Without 
Breaking the Surface
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I paused as I thought of my sister. Of the way she looked. Not the real 
her, but a charm. Only this one was designed not to draw in but instead, 
the reverse. Its magic was to repel.

Rapunzel

She turned to wave goodbye to us. Her heavy arm seemed to struggle 
against the weight it carried to raise itself. 

“I can’t look, Gerald.” My mother said as we watched her squat shape 
waving at us. “It’s too awful.”

My father didn’t answer. 

But for the first time since the spell had taken hold, I saw her standing 
there. My big sister. But oh, how small and hurt she was inside all that 
covering. My Sarah. I saw the spell she had woven around herself. I saw 
it. 

“Sarah,” I said, running from my parents side. “I see you, Sarah,” I said, 
running up to her and flinging my arms around her. 

“I see you, Sarah!” I said. 

I paused as I thought of my 
sister. Of the way she looked. 
Not the real her, but a charm.

by Karina Magdalena Szczurek

Pickled Cucumbers
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She shudders. 

She shudders huddled in a heavy woollen blanket in front of the television 
set. The early morning hours drag on slowly as she tries to drown her 
insomnia in the static blue screen before her. Someone is screaming 
inside her head, but nobody hears the terrified cries in the silent house at 
night. She pulls the blanket closer around her ears, but she is still cold, 
still shivering. Always cold.

She shudders in her husband’s gentle embraces, offered cautiously when 
her eyes turn to water and her teeth sink into the flesh on the back of 
her hand covering her mouth. While she sits in the lounge, waiting for 
yet another inane day to break, he is warding off his own nightmares, 
unaware of the cool empty sheets beside him. 

She shudders, naked, in the morning, the bathwater steaming with 
rosemary and camomile extracts that are meant to soothe her. She does 
not recognise these accusingly thin limbs in the bathtub as her own. The 
knees look knobbly. The space between the pointed hips is too hollow. 
The pubic hair is shaved off; a futile return to innocence. There is no 
nail polish on her toes, nor her fingernails, cropped short for the first 
time in her adult life. The long hair floats around her, its wheat-coloured 
silkiness hidden underneath ugly brown dye. All looks inauthentic. 

Pickled Cucumbers
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Nothing belongs to her anymore. But she doesn’t want any of it anyway. 
Reduced, cut, trimmed, masked – she is different from that other woman 
she once was. The changes make her feel less exposed, less known, safer.

She shudders as her husband pours her a mug of black coffee and serves 
her breakfast, pleading softly for her to have some, before he kisses her 
forehead and leaves for the office. Alone again, she takes a sip of the 
warm liquid and moves the food around her plate with the silver fork 
that slips out of her grip when her hand starts shaking. The clink echoes 
in her head.

She shudders in the big comfortable therapist’s chair, assaulted by words 
and awkward promises she is not ready to face. Although placed firmly 
on the floor, her legs are trembling. She is allowed to hide her despair 
behind tired eyelids, but the words do not go away. They insist on being 
comprehended. Splashed on banners, she realises with apprehension, 
they will parade in her mind relentlessly until their case is heard and 
reparations are made. She gets up and leaves without a word, not for the 
first time. In the parking lot, she empties the contents of her handbag on 
the ground at the side of her car. Squatting, she searches frantically for 
the missing key. Her vision blurs. Oblivious to the stares of strangers she 
sits down next to the front wheel, trying to breathe, just breathe.

***

The memories come out of nowhere. She remembers the time she was 
unexpectedly healed from terrible food poisoning by her grandma’s 
pickled cucumbers. She was in her late teens when she ate two unwashed 
apples that must have been sprayed with some pesticides. After hours 
and hours of vomiting, she was lying in bed, pale and exhausted, when 
she suddenly had a vision of eating, of all things, pickled cucumbers. She 
called her mother and asked for one of her grandma’s pickle jars. Her 
mother was sceptical but obliged. Bite by careful bite she could feel how 
the salty cucumbers refreshed and strengthened her. The throwing up 
stopped miraculously. When grandma was told, she laughed and brought 
another five jars for her youngest granddaughter on her next visit. You’re 
not pregnant, are you? – she teased with a twinkle in her eye.

Now other images come with the memory of grandma’s salty cucumbers. 
She is running through the small park in the neighbourhood where she 
used to live with her parents long before she got married and moved to 
Rosebank. She had jogged almost every day when she was a teenager 
to keep the budding woman’s body she was gradually growing into in 
shape. Sometimes her best friend ran with her, but she preferred to be 
on her own. She appreciated the solitude that opened up a space for 
her own reflections. At other times the exercise simply allowed her to 
empty her mind of everything and just enjoy the breeze cooling off her 
glowing face.

All looks inauthentic. Nothing 
belongs to her anymore. But she 
doesn’t want any of it anyway. 

Bite by careful bite she could 
feel how the salty cucumbers 

refreshed and strengthened her.

Pickled Cucumbers
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She runs. 

After many years, again. She puts on her takkies, an old t-shirt, baggy 
sweatpants, and pulls the front gate of their house firmly shut behind her. 
It is that day of the year when for the first time you can strongly smell 
autumn’s decaying dampness in the air. She begins slowly. The lightness 
of her steps surprises her. She runs towards the end of their street, turns 
into another, takes the next turn, and continues until she reaches the 
Rondebosch Common. One definitive step after another.

She feels her muscles tensing and relaxing as they move beneath the 
smooth warm surface of her skin. Her heartbeat races ahead of her. Sweat 
begins to form on her temples and she rubs the moisture gathering in 
her fists between her curled-up fingers. The stubble of her pubic hair 
pierces her underwear and begins to itch, but the sensation is not entirely 
uncomfortable. Her hair, tied in a ponytail, bounces off her back, her 
shoulders, her bare arms. With the help of a tailwind it caresses her 
flushed cheeks. She concentrates on the spidery touch and the damp 
air in her expanding lungs. Through exertion she begins to feel alive, 
reclaim some kind of control.

Heartbeat. Footstep. Heartbeat. Footstep. As she changes directions, 
Table Mountain comes into her view, massive and unperturbed. 
Concentrating on the rhythm that carries her, she does not even realise 
that the sight is an odd comfort to her. Before she turns into her 
neighbourhood again, for a short stretch she runs along the morning 
traffic, but nobody has time to take real note of her. 

Nobody but she. 

***

She runs. Every day in the morning around the Common. She is running 
from the woman she became that night. That night when strangers 
invaded their house. When her husband was beaten unconscious. When 
her body turned to stone under their heavy hatred. When they laughed 
and jeered each other on, pointing at her, pinning her down, their breaths 
reeking of alcohol and indifference. 

She runs.

Heartbeat. Footstep. 
Heartbeat. Footstep.

She is running from the 
woman she became that night.

Pickled Cucumbers
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by Lisa Koekemoer

Patience No More

1970: Like Lot’s wife, I turned around once more to take a final glance. 
The bed was transformed into a blazing inferno. My tiny room was 
engulfed in smoke and I was beginning to choke. I have to run. 

***

When I had seen the bed for the first time, I couldn’t believe my eyes. 
It was a white iron bed covered with a thick, shiny white cover with a 
yellow frill. It was in stark contrast to the small sparsely furnished room 
with its concrete floor. The only reason I could imagine this piece of 
opulence in my stark little room was that it was an extra bed and bedding 
the Engelbrechts didn’t need.

On my first night, I had no time to mourn what I had left behind. 
Completely exhausted after the long journey, I fell asleep as my Fikile 
and Zodwa’s little faces started dancing around in my mind’s eye and as 
my body started aching.

The next morning I woke up rested, but with a dull ache in my body. I 
showered, got dressed and went to the main house for my first day to 
work at the Engelbrechts, which also happened to be my first day as a 

domestic worker. Lydia, the trusted domestic worker of the Engelbrechts’ 
neighbours, was a childhood friend of mine and had recommended me 
when Miesies Huibrecht Engelbrecht’s maid, Miriam, had passed away.

Miesies Huibrecht spent half the day showing me what my duties were. 
She was a diminutive, soft-spoken woman who seemed to be carrying 
deep pain, and she moved around with exhaustion. I was overwhelmed 
with pity for her. 

At lunchtime I was introduced to the rest of the family. Her husband, Baas 
Sarel came home from work and brought with him their three children 
from school. Baas Sarel was a burly man with a ruddy complexion and a 
moustache, and although jovial, there was something about him I didn’t 
trust; maybe an ominous darkness? With him around, Miesies Huibrecht 
seemed even sadder. Werner, the eldest, was about thirteen, Christelle 
about ten and Adriaan about Zodwa’s age, which was six. They were all 
fighting to get a word in edgeways, telling me about their school and 
their friends, and peppering me with questions on the Transkei and my 
children.

That night I was exhausted after my first day at work and I couldn’t 
wait to get into my heavenly new bed. As little Fikile and Zodwa’s faces 
started appearing in my mind’s eye and as my body started aching, I 
drifted off into a dreamless sleep.

On my first night, I had no time to 
mourn what I had left behind. 

Patience No More
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I quickly settled into my new life as the Engelbrecht’s domestic worker. 
Miesies Huibrecht was invisible and inaudible; a ghost. Baas Sarel I mostly 
saw only over lunchtimes and weekends. Over time, I started getting the 
strangest feeling of impending doom with him around. Sometimes, when 
I would look up, I would catch him looking at me in a way a husband 
should only be looking at his wife. On being caught red-handed, he 
wouldn’t even look away in embarrassment; he would actually wink at 
me. This sparked in me a simmering rage.

The children were a pleasure. They quickly adopted me as a second 
mother, and would forever entertain me with stories of their friends and 
happenings at school. Miesies Huibrecht spent countless hours flat on 
her back with mysterious migraines, so she was all too grateful for her 
brood’s affinity for me.

Every time I got word from Lydia regarding people going to the Transkei, 
I would send my little Zodwa and Fikile gifts. I would see to it that my 
mother got money on a regular basis, besides the money my Themba 
sent down to her from the mines.

My Themba. I missed him so much that I almost completely blocked 
him out of my mind’s eye. I was so scared that I would start crying and 
never stop if I even allowed him through the gate of my mind’s eye. 
Thank God we were going to meet at home over December. I couldn’t 
wait to feel his lithe body against my back at night again.

Then the tokoloshe came.

I had just drifted off to sleep as usual when I was suddenly and abruptly 
torn awake by him leaping on top of me. Because he had caught me in 
my sleep, he had the upper hand. Countless times I would almost manage 
to push him off and I would almost manage to wake up completely, 
but he would just come back for more. I knew that if he won I would 
die. Sometime during our struggle, I managed to reach for the matches 
on my bedside and light the candle. The tokoloshe vanished. I got up, 
switched the paraffin lamp on, killed the candle and sunk back into 
comatose sleep. 

The next day I put some bricks under the legs of my bed. It helped, 
because the tokoloshe stayed away.

Then he came. 

I had just drifted off into a deep sleep when I was woken up abruptly. 
This was like nothing I have ever experienced in my whole life. He was 
between my legs, inside me, covering me. It wasn’t the tokoloshe. He 
was way too big, he had a moustache brushing against my face and he 
reeked of Baas Sarel’s Klipdrift brandy. It was dark, but I knew who it 
was. I was filled with an all-consuming rage, but just lay there motionless 
and let him finish. After he got up, he ripped the bricks, leg by leg, 
from underneath my bed – with me still lying in bed – and mumbled: 
“Satanswerk”. He zipped up his pants, and left. 

He didn’t even need to hold a gun to my head or a knife to my throat, 
because he was the one who paid my wages. And I needed my wages. 
My Themba and myself want to see that our Zodwa fulfills her dream of 
becoming a lawyer, and that our Fikile becomes a journalist. My Themba. 
The thought of him reduced me to a bundle uttering raw, primal sobs.

I cried until I was empty. I then went to shower and scrubbed myself so 
hard I thought my skin was going to come off. Lydia had told me before 

I missed him so much that 
I almost completely blocked 
him out of my mind’s eye.
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that this is a common phenomenon in this town, and all over the country 
for that matter: white men and their black domestics. As far as I knew 
though, these men would bribe them with extra money. Baas Sarel was 
obviously too stingy and too sadistic to do it in that manner.

The next day I was numb. During lunch Baas Sarel winked at me as 
usual, and brushed against me from behind while I was doing dishes. I 
was too numb to even feel rage. That night when I returned to my room, 
the bricks that had been scattered around my room were gone.

Baas Sarel’s nightly visits became a regular occurrence. He always reeked 
of Klipdrift, never spoke a word except for the odd occasion on which he 
would actually have the audacity to mutter “thank you” as he left. 

While he was raping me, I dealt with it by climbing out of my body and 
pretending I was a child again. I would be running with my childhood 
friends across the veld around midday in the heart of summer. My feet 
would be burning so badly, yet I wouldn’t turn them on their sides or 
sit down as I did when I was a child; I would just keep on running on 
the soles of my feet so that the sun could keep burning my feet. The 
excruciating pain would keep me there, far away from the maid’s room 
where a man was busy raping a woman. The only thing that kept that 
woman on her back was her love for her children, enhanced by a fear 
of a system that prescribed that white is always right and black is always 
wrong.

When it wasn’t Baas Sarel paying me visits at night, it would be the 
tokoloshe. My bed that was my haven had become my torture camp. 
Baas Sarel had a key for my room, and I wasn’t allowed to protect myself 
against the tokoloshe either, because to him the bricks were more evil 
than rape.

About two months after Baas Sarel’s first nightly visit, I had to run to the 
toilet to throw up. I was worried, as I had been waiting for two weeks to 
see blood in the toilet or on my underwear to tell me this cannot be.

But it was. New life started growing inside me. Yet I was dying inside. 
The Engelbrecht children could sense something was amiss. They would 
bring me little gifts from the veld, or unexpected hugs. Miesies Huibrecht 
was so consumed by her own pain that she didn’t even notice that I was 
starting to fill out more.

Baas Sarel knew. I didn’t have to tell him as he knew my body very 
well by now regardless of his nightly dose of Klipdrift and the blanket 
of the dark. He never said anything. What would he do when I started 
showing? Blame it on somebody in the location? What if the baby was 
white? Write it off as a throwback?

My Themba knew that something was horribly wrong when he read my 
letters. In every letter he wrote he begged me to open up, but I couldn’t 
bring myself to tell him. It would break him. It would have to wait until 
December so that we could hold and comfort one another as I told him. 
I wish I could spare him the pain.

New life started growing inside me. 
Yet I was dying inside. 
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I remember the radiant love I had felt for both of our children during my 
pregnancies right from the start. My Themba and myself would choose 
names and I would start knitting little jerseys months in advance. But for 
this child, I felt nothing. I kept telling myself this baby needs love, it is 
blameless, yet I could feel no love, only sadness.

Then the blood came. 

I had been feeling unexplained cramps for days, but I thought it was 
related to the fever I was running; probably something I had eaten. I 
was getting ready for bed, when I noticed blood on my underwear. The 
cramps suddenly intensified. Something bigger than my apathy for this 
baby told me to run to the Engelbrecht’s front door to tell them to call 
the doctor. Please God, please save my child! I grabbed my gown and 
quickly went to the toilet once more on my way out. 

My dead little baby started coming out.

Sarel Engelbrecht can thank God that he didn’t come to my room to 
satisfy his sick desires that night. I would have killed him with my bare 
hands. I took off work the next day to go to the doctor and blamed it 
on a stomach bug. That man still kept coming to my room. He knew my 
body well enough to know what had happened, but he didn’t care. To 
him I wasn’t a human being, just a female animal to satisfy his lust.

Then the letter came. 

It was about ten days after I had lost my unborn child. There was a promise 
of spring in the air. I was sitting on a tree trunk in the backyard having 
my tea break, reading a letter Lydia’s sister, Florence, had brought from 
my Fikile and Zodwa from the Transkei. With the letter was a picture 
little Zodwa had drawn. Something about the picture really haunted me, 
but I couldn’t say why. It was a picture of her, Fikile, Themba and myself. 
As usual on her pictures, we were surrounded by trees, birds, dogs, cows 
and a huge smiling sun. She would always clothe me like an African 
queen in her artworks, and this one was no different.

That afternoon, while doing dishes, it suddenly struck me: To Zodwa, 
I was a queen, yet here I was, a sex slave, dying little by little every day. 
I realised that she and Fikile would rather be gardeners and maids than 
see their mother being killed little by little every day in building their 
future. Not even to mention my Themba. It struck me: I had to leave 
right away.

Through Lydia I quickly arranged transport. A man called Vuyo was 
leaving for the Transkei that afternoon, and he had space for one more 
person in his bakkie. Miesies Huibrecht was at the doctor, and the 
children were at sport, so I had time to quickly pack my belongings. My 
mind was working overtime. I could knit jerseys and sell them to make 
extra money, I thought. As I was sitting on my bed, waiting for the car 
hooter to announce Vuyo’s arrival, I was overcome by a burning desire 
to destroy the bed. I needed to burn it to see to it that nobody would 
sleep in it again, because it was so deceptively comforting at first, yet it 
had only brought me pain. It was not as if I would burn the whole place 
down, mainly the bed. If I set it alight as I left, the smoke would quickly 
warn Lydia, who was slaughtering chickens outside, and she would alert 
someone before the whole place burnt down. If the police came looking 
for me, I would tell them that I was planning to run off, put the paraffin 
lamp on my bed as it was dusk, accidentally knocked it over as I was 
about to leave, and ran away as fast as I could. 

I kept telling myself this baby 
needs love, it is blameless, yet I 
could feel no love, only sadness.
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The Engelbrechts would believe me, because nobody would believe that 
their sweet Patience would be capable of committing arson. Maybe Sarel 
would have his suspicions, but he would say nothing, because more and 
more evidence of white men in the town who were sleeping with black 
ladies was starting to surface, and they were scared of being charged 
with contravening the Immorality Act if something came of it, and at 
this stage I felt nothing to let the cat out of the bag. Even if I had to go 
to jail.

I let myself go. I bit, kicked and punched the bed with all the rage that 
had been building up inside me for months. When I was completely 
exhausted, I collapsed on the bed and waited patiently for the sound of 
Vuyo’s hooter.

Hoot hoot. I got up, lit the lamp, put it on the bed and knocked it over. I 
stood for a minute to make sure the abomination was definitely burning 
until I started choking, took my bag, turned around one final time and 
ran towards Vuyo’s bakkie.

I let myself go. I bit, kicked and 
punched the bed with all the rage 
that had been building up inside 
me for months.

by Delight Buthelezi

Reflections of Self

A kiss can turn so easily from a potent declaration of love to a bruising 
exclamation of anger. He loves me, I tell myself. He cares so much about 
me that he asks where I go, with whom and for how long. That’s how 
much I matter to him. It’s obvious in how he is so protective. In the 
lingering looks of possession when he sees me with someone else.

Yet the girl in the mirror looks at me and tells me she knows I lie. She’s 
not different from me, her eyes, which meet mine, are the same, she has 
my hair tightly coiled to my scalp in rows. And my smile or lack of. What 
isn’t the same is the determination and fury in her eyes, she knows he is 
not in love with me when he raises his fist, a real man does not beat his 
woman. 

I wage this war within myself, flee or stay, could I survive another day 
with his knuckles engraved in my face, his feet beating at my stomach, 
me on the floor crying, pleading to him wordlessly for him to stop? He 
was always sorry. Afterwards. He says he can’t believe what he’s done 
and that he’s so sorry, I must have provoked him and if I’m good he 
wouldn’t have to beat me the way he does. 

Yet when I’m on my best behaviour the next day I find myself with his 
hands around my neck, squeezing and squeezing until I see spots of 
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black in my vision and I pass out. I don’t know how long I am out for 
but when I wake up I’m cold and bleeding onto the floor.  

I rise to rinse my face in the basin, I catch a glimpse of her staring at me 
in the mirror. Run away, she says. I don’t listen. I turn the faucet off and 
go to bed, my neck covered in ligatures, my mind already preoccupied 
about how I was to cover them the next day.

The next day arrives and I feel as if everyone’s eyes are on me, eyeing the 
bruises, and no matter how hard I tried to cover them they will always 
show, they will always bleed through and everyone sees and knows and 
whispers behind my back. I wear a scarf, to cover the mark of his hands 
around my neck, as dark and as prominent as if a ghost of the past had 
crawled from its grave and strangled me to the point of death, yet nothing 
supernatural was occurring here, it was just him and me in this battle.

Then she’s also there, the face in the mirror, the sad face that is always 
telling me to leave, to pack everything I own and run as far away from 
him before – 

Before what? Before something bad happened, something that could not 
be covered up by a piece of scarf in summer. Death perhaps, maybe that 
was the only way, one day we would duel to the forever sleep, he would 
win, he was stronger and more powerful than me. He would have the last 
say in everything, the length of dress, the people I spoke to, the length 
of my life. He would have his way as he always does, he owns me, like 
those slaves were owned by their masters years ago. I won’t want to say 
it yet he frightens me, I am too scared to leave, I don’t have the strength 
or the will to fight him anymore. I can’t take the chance of his wrath and 
fury when he finds me after I’ve tried to flee. And find me he would, they 
always do. He knows everything, he sees everything, he knows when I 
breathe, he feels when I bleed. He enjoys the pounding of his fists against 
my skin, the crack of knuckles as they tear away at my face, the slush of 
blood that sprays into the air when he fights me. I don’t fight back. He 
sees and he knows. 

The thought of escape plays more frequently in my mind these days. I 
try not to but my mind always tells me that this is no way to live, the girl 
in the mirror echoes the same sentiment, yet so far I have done nothing 
to carve my path to freedom. Susan Stills was on Oprah today, speaking 
about her husband. She’s free, she and her children escaped. I have no 
children, if she could do it with them then I can make it like she did.

But he arrives home so I change the channel before he sees what I’ve 
been watching. I don’t want him to think I’m getting any ideas. My 
mind must appear to him to be as dead and brainwashed as he wants it to 
be. To him, I’m putty he can mould to any shape. I am a blank canvas he 
paints what he will on. I have no will. He makes me feel that way.

Brushing my teeth before bed, she tells me I am stronger than I know. 
Falling asleep that night, feeling my body ache in a thousand places, 
feeling older than I am and so, so tired. I could sleep for a hundred 
years like Sleeping Beauty. But where was my prince? For he was not it. 
That night sleep was far from coming. I lay still, listening to him breathe 
wondering if I could ever have the strength to leave. Before it was too 
late.

I slept to dream and in my dreams I saw her free and as light as air, 
running through a field of sunflowers. Without a care in the world, 
banished from this terrible life of fear and bare-knuckled beatings that 
bruised my skin as well as my heart. I had escaped. 

He was always sorry. 
Afterwards.
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When I woke up I realised that it had been nothing but a dream and all 
of this was still real. I wondered how I had come to live like this. I was a 
smart girl, my parents loved me. I had gone to university and met a man 
who had had everything and he had wanted me to be his bride. I had 
accepted. Everyone I knew had been happy for I had married a wealthy 
man, a great man. He wasn’t so great after all. He had a terrible temper 
and he took it out on me.

Later that morning, when he left, after I watched his car disappear from 
the driveway, I went to the bedroom and started packing. Not much, 
just essential clothes and what I could afford to take with me. My bags 
packed, I left. I never looked back once. 

Soon I was getting further and further away from him. Away from broken 
bones, and broken promises, nose bleeds and bruises. I catch a glimpse of 
my reflection, I look so different from the girl who had walked down that 
aisle, a mere shadow of myself. But I see her, still there,  and she’s proud 
of me. My journey to recovery wasn’t easy, it was slow and tentative like 
a baby’s first steps and like an infant I’m finding the world a large and 
alarming place, filled with noise and sounds and people hustling and 
bustling around me, but then I remember to breathe, to take it slowly, 
to remind myself I’m greater than I could ever be and I’m ready to take 
those steps.

They might be small but they are mine nonetheless and I take them 
freely. I still get scared at night but I remind myself I’m safe, I’m with 
friends and I am building a new life for myself. I would never allow such 
rot and abuse to step into my life in the future.

I look in the mirror and everyday she looks back at me, telling me she’s 
proud of me.

The thought of escape 
plays more frequently in 
my mind these days.

I slept to dream and in my 
dreams I saw her free and as 

light as air, running through 
a field of sunflowers.
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by Arja Salafranca

Crumbs

“Why don’t you smile at the customers?” Tammy asks her. “Smile at 
them, make them feel welcome, comfortable. Smile, then ask them if you 
can help them.”

Tammy is talking to Hazel, her newest employee, friend of a friend. It 
had been a favour to hire her, this young, tall, yet sullen looking woman 
with the black hair that hung in flat sheets on either side of her head. 
Hazel stares blankly back at Tammy. 

“OK,” Hazel murmurs. 

Hazel tries to smile that day. But the action doesn’t come easily. Who 
cares, she thinks. What do the customers care if she asks them if they 
need help? If they want something like chocolates they can’t find, or 
need a brand of cigarettes, then they’ll ask for it, surely. 

Hazel has a five-year-old child, Jasmine, who waits for her at the end of 
each long day. When Hazel appears, Jasmine rushes to greet her.

At night Hazel dreams of the shop, she dreams of Tammy, unhappy 
because Hazel doesn’t smile at the customers. But Hazel can’t lose this 
job. It is all that stands between having to move back in with her parents 
with Jasmine. 

At times, Hazel dreams of the markets in Jerusalem and Tel Aviv. She 
dreams of the Israeli kibbutz they lived on: she dreams that she is, once 
more, ironing hundreds of pairs of pants in the kibbutz. And she dreams 
of Federico, tall, violent Federico with his jet black hair and thick black 
eyebrows, and that powerful, maniacal look in his almost black eyes. Once 
more, in these dreams, Federico lunges at her, angry, stoned, wanting her 
to yield, have sex when she is not ready. When she is not, he hits out.

She awakes from these dreams, breathless. She smokes at three, four 
in the morning then, the tip of her cigarette glowing in the greyness. 
She does not turn on the light, Jasmine sleeps a few metres away in a 
cordoned off corner of the studio flat they share.

***

Five months later, Hazel is a waitress at a restaurant, The Doughnut. 
The days are as long, and more tiring, but the money is better, and she 
is busier than at the sweet shop. Hazel complains to her parents that she 
never sees the sun. She goes to work and comes home, and by then the 
day is gone. “I could be working underground,” Hazel complains to her 
mother. 

At times, Hazel dreams of  
the markets in Jerusalem  

and Tel Aviv. 
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But her mother, Evelyn, replies: “It’s what you chose. Your father and I 
warned you not to go after that man, but you did. Now you have a child 
and your responsibility is to look after that child. Your life is over now, 
your child is what is important.”

Hazel is thirty-five, and does not, obviously, want her life to be over, 
does not, in fact, feel that her life is over. But there’s nothing now, but 
the huge relief of waking up without Federico every morning, without 
the fear, the tiptoeing around a man who could be violent or gentle and 
sweet, depending on his mood or whether he had smoked grass the night 
before, or had got high on speed. And the fear that he would discover 
the places she had stashed their money for the month and spend it on 
drugs. 

And then, writing home, begging her parents to send money for food, 
medicine, rent. She took jobs: once she was a maid to a German woman 
who had moved to Tel Aviv after the war. Another time she tried to 
work in a supermarket, but Hazel’s Hebrew was too poor to deal with 
customers. 

Federico did not work. He hadn’t worked in years. When the money 
finished he too wrote to his parents, and they too wired him cash, but 
they were poorer than Hazel’s parents. 

***

She had met the tall, exotic-looking Spaniard at a beach party at the 
beginning of the seventies. Everyone was stoned at the party, including 
Hazel. They smoked grass or dropped acid, and lay on the beach and 
talked of psychedelic colours. 

Hazel had sold the car her parents had given to her as a wedding present, 
divorced the man she had married at twenty-one and bought a one-way 
ticket to Europe. In Spain, Hazel had gone to a party at a large house on 
the beach and met Federico.

He was tall and exotic. He spoke English with the rough yet musical 
accent of the Spanish. He painted. He spoke six languages fluently. Hazel 
fell in love, with Spain, with a Spanish man, with the possibility that life 
could be different. 

No one who Hazel met through Federico seemed to work. They lived 
cheaply. That in itself was a type of freedom. She felt the ties of the 
past loosening, she felt single again, not divorced, but single. She and 
Federico moved often, never staying more than a month in one of the 
beach cottages. They moved crablike along the southern coast. 

“You need to be free,” Federico would exclaim, “You can’t be free with 
a job,” he said. 

***

Hazel knew she was pregnant. Her periods had stopped, and she was 
gaining weight she couldn’t lose. The flat days stretched out: Federico 
spent them lying on a mattress. She thought she could feel the presence 
of the baby around her, watching, waiting. It was going to be a girl; she 
knew that, and this time she wasn’t going to get rid of it. 

“Let’s go to South Africa,” Hazel suggested.

But it was a disaster. Her parents disapproved of Federico. He wasn’t 
Jewish for one thing, and he was foreign. Their daughter was pregnant, 
and not married. It was a scandal. One night, her father, Herman, took 
Federico out. Her parents were talking about forcing her to have an 

Hazel is thirty-five, and does 
not, obviously, want her life 
to be over, does not, in fact, 
feel that her life is over. 
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abortion, if they could declare her insane, they could force an abortion 
on her. At the restaurant lounge, Herman impressed on Federico that 
South Africa wasn’t the place for him.

He left. Herman paid for the trip, and when Hazel found out she 
slammed her fist through the glass balcony door. Her father came home 
to shattered glass, her mother crying hysterically while Hazel sat stoic, 
unmoved, eyes glazed as though anaesthetised. There, she was given a 
choice: have an abortion voluntarily, for her own good; or it would be 
arranged that she would be committed to an insane asylum, and the state 
would force her to have an abortion anyway.

The night before the abortion, she had come home after a day out with 
friends to find two strangers sitting, waiting for her in the lounge of her 
parents.

They carried out the threat. They committed her. 

In the six weeks she was there she learned to control her temper, to be 
quiet and acquiescent. The psychiatrist asked her gently if she wanted an 
abortion. No. When they released her they didn’t tell her parents. She 
met up with an old friend and fled. 

***

How do you measure pain and fear? The rain drummed against the 
windows of the aeroplane droning on towards Europe. “I’m coming,” 
she had said over the phone to Federico, now in Spain, “Do you still 
want me?” 

“Yes,” he said.

“I’m still pregnant,” she said. 

***

The first time he hit her she was six months pregnant. She lurched and 
fell against the wall, knocking her head, her glasses flying across the 

room. He was contrite, apologetic, gentle after that. He got so angry at 
life, sometimes, and he just couldn’t control it.

His eyes were soft, slightly rimmed with tears; he was sorry; he said he 
wouldn’t do it again.

It happens in increments. The first time there is disbelief; wild, 
unyielding incomprehension. There is forgiveness. And then there is 
more forgiveness. It has to be that way. You do not fall out of love so 
quickly, so easily. Perhaps you never do: love so slick, so illogical. Perhaps 
you never do: perhaps a part of you will cling, always, to that hope, 
that illusion. Even when bones have been broken, and eyes have been 
smashed, and bruises purple into the shape of clenched fists. The illusions 
shatter, disbelief sets in. Conversation stops after a while.

***

Federico promised he would get a job, and asked his parents for money. 
They moved back to Spain. They moved into yet another house, this one 
in the hills surrounding Málaga. Hazel gave birth at La Cruz Roja. 

She wrote to her parents, sending them pictures of their first grandchild. 
There was a thaw, babies melt hearts. There was guilt. And so it started, 
the letters exchanged, the money wired. When Jasmine was eighteen 
months, Hazel’s mother came to visit.

The rain drummed against 
the windows of the aeroplane 
droning on towards Europe.
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The visit was successful, in its way. There was more money after that: 
“You should see how they’re living!” Evelyn told Herman. “They live in 
houses without electricity sometimes! Last year Hazel had to draw water 
from a well! Can you imagine it, Herman? She’s gone and made such a 
mess of her life; the least we can do is help out with some money. It’s the 
child I’m thinking of, of course.” 

Federico could not hold down a job. For a day or two he would get up 
early, wash dishes at a bar, be a waiter at a restaurant, say he would try 
and teach at the language school in Fuengirola, but after a day or two he 
stopped going to work. He was tired; he wouldn’t get up till ten, eleven, 
noon. 

Days passed. By the time Jasmine was three, Federico still could not 
support his family and yet he wanted more children. One day Hazel came 
home to find him boiling her diaphragm, trying to damage it without 
her seeing. 

She eventually married him before they left for Israel.

You know when you’re making a mistake. You know when what you’re 
doing is wrong, but it’s a last ditch effort to save something; begin 
something else. Years later, she’d say: “But I still thought he would 
change, might change, away from the domineering influence of his 
parents, his mother especially. She had mollycoddled him from birth. He 
was her youngest son, and he couldn’t do anything wrong. I thought 
he might learn to take responsibility if we went where we were both 
strangers. I thought he might have a bit of pride then.”

On the first kibbutz, he was assigned the job of milking the cows at five 
in the morning. It lasted a few days. Then they said he could pick fruit 
instead. It lasted a week. 

The director of the kibbutz was sorry, but all members had to work, he 
said, as he told Hazel they had to leave. They moved to a hostel in Tel 
Aviv. It was a year before they were accepted on another kibbutz, a year 
in which love died. 

The days were spent before they had begun. Hazel’s parents still sent 
money, but it was never enough. The coins piled up on the bookcase 
seemed like a lot of money to Jasmine, but her mother said they 
weren’t. 

Hazel took cleaning jobs, climbing up stepladders to clean chandeliers, 
washing out stranger’s kitchens. 

There was no more pretence: he did not look for jobs. When he hit 
out at night, the neighbours heard the sounds of crashing, thumping. 
Jasmine mostly slept through, but the times she did not, she awoke to 
see her father flinging her mother’s head against the walls. The look was 
resigned, her mother silent as Federico expended his energy. 

Federico was always contrite, sorry, mortified almost. When he said he’d 
never do it again, Hazel no longer believed him. 

But where else could they go? To go back to South Africa meant admitting 
defeat to her parents, it meant relying on them. 

How do you measure pain and fear?  

The look was resigned, her 
mother silent as Federico 

expended his energy. 
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They were accepted onto another kibbutz. Once more Federico did 
not work, but they were lenient here, more willing to understand that 
Federico was “sick” and couldn’t do an eight-hour day. Instead, he 
went more and more often to the seaside resort of Eilat. Hazel began 
to suspect he had someone there. Sometimes he stayed away a week at 
a time, and the freedom was blissful, sweet and refreshing. Hazel hadn’t 
realised how tightly wired she had become. With Federico around she 
was tense all the time: she was tense in the morning when she awoke, and 
she was tense getting ready for her work in the kitchens, telling Jasmine 
to keep quiet as they dressed. And she was tense at night in bed. If she 
refused, he burst his way in, and she, silent, so that the child would not 
be woken.

She wrote to her parents. At first they refused. No, they would not send 
tickets for her and her child. She had got herself into this mess; she could 
get herself out of it. She sent letters back, longer, more pleading letters. 
“I’m afraid he’ll try to kill me and Jasmine,” she wrote. “The other day 
he said when she turns twelve he’ll rape her and force me to watch. What 
sort of a man would say this?”

They sent tickets.

Only on the plane did Hazel relax, each passing mile beneath the window 
the distance growing longer and longer.

In the end he signed the divorce papers, relinquishing all custody or 
visitation rights to see Jasmine when Herman agreed to pay off all of 
Federico’s debts. 

***

Sometimes Hazel and Jasmine go to the swimming pool in the townhouse 
complex where they moved when Jasmine turned six.

At The Doughnut Hazel became a manageress. Soon after getting the 
job as a waitress, she learned how to smile, and was promoted. Smiling 
mattered; seeming to care about the customers mattered. And then it 
took over: she cared that the orders were right, that the fat man who ate 

breakfast at the counter every morning had his bacon crisp, not soggy; 
and that the two secretaries who ate lunch every day shared dessert 
and received two spoons or forks for the dessert. It seemed as though 
the world simultaneously narrowed and opened up as she cared. Life 
narrowed to a tight focus: she cared about the job, and strove to do as 
well as she could; the heavy dark blankness filled with kitchen orders, 
smiles from customers, an offer to become a manageress.

There are strict divisions to her day: there are the breakfast regulars, the 10 
o’clock housewives who come for cake and tea with friends before going 
shopping, the lunchtime crowd of office workers, the mid-afternoon 
pensioners. Hazel phones Jasmine in the afternoon, her domestic worker 
picks the child up from school.

It is all so far away, so different from the life she led before. Life is strict, 
ordered, a patchwork of routine. By cutting the day into slices, like a 
cake, she goes forward in increments, and there are crumbs of vague 
understanding of the past. 

Only on the plane did Hazel relax, 
each passing mile beneath the 
window the distance growing  

longer and longer.

Crumbs
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by Yvette Labuschagne

Yellow Elephants

She tried to remember a time when she had been truly happy, free from 
worry and the tyranny of The Fear. The Fear had been her sole constant 
companion for as long as she could remember. The Fear was a wily beast. 
It did not feed off her regularly, and was invisible to the unobservant 
bystander; but it stalked her nonetheless, always. She had raged repeatedly 
against The Fear. Sometimes she won the skirmish, but the victory was 
always short-lived; the ultimate battle to end the war once and for all 
loomed imminent – and disabling. The Fear employed terror tactics. It 
would lie dormant, baiting her into believing that she had won, that The 
Fear had acknowledged defeat and had slunk off permanently. But when 
thick silence hung, like that which blankets a valley in a war zone seconds 
before the ear-splitting explosion of a scud missile attack, she knew it was 
back. Swift and cruel, slicing through her carefully constructed barriers 
like a hot knife through butter, it left her with a taste of how the final 
annihilation was going to feel. The Fear would cripple her for days, 
sending her mind into turmoil while she tried to re-group, re-organise 
and function. Her heart lay prostate, incapacitated by pain, while her 
mind rallied to its aid like the UN at the aftermath of a national disaster. 
The constant conflict exhausted her. She was often tired, too often these 
days. She conceded that The Fear had more stamina than she did. It had 
the upper hand; its only mission being to terminate her, whilst she was 
divided between the fight with The Fear, and trying to live her life. Her 
only chance of survival was to outwit it. It had to be soon though. Time 
was running out. 

She possessed only segmented memories of her childhood. No details, 
only snatches, like the previews of a forthcoming feature film. Because 
she was a woman with a penchant for detail, this disturbed her greatly. At 
times, she cast her mind to when she was a girl, and focused on a memory, 
trying hard to remember what preceded the incident. She tried to recall 
her feelings as the event unfolded; who was involved, who was merely 
a witness, and how it eventually played out. But all that ever unfurled 
was a void, a blank space. She couldn’t remember. She was no closer to 
discovering the source of The Fear. But, as she soldiered on in her quest 
for the truth, she began to wonder if that which powered The Fear, was 
perhaps the very thing that was draining her of her own life force. 

That night she dreamed that she was being chased by a creature that 
constantly changed form. Regardless of where she hid, the creature 
materialised, morphing into the cupboard that she cowered in, or into 
the seat that she sat on in the train that flew through the night. She 
leapt mid-flight into the unknown to escape, stumbling blindly through 
a forest that seemed to stretch for miles. Eventually she could go no 
further and collapsed exhausted into a carpet of pine needles. She didn’t 
lift her head, but listened to hear if she had been followed. Satisfied 
that she was alone, she furtively scanned the area, her eyes locking on a 
gate in a small clearing just ahead. She approached cautiously, afraid that 
it may be a trap. The gate swung open before she reached it, and she 
passed through quickly, spurred to haste by her fear. The gate began to 
shut behind her, but before the latch slipped closed, the gate began to 

The Fear had been her sole 
constant companion for as 

long as she could remember.
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blur and pulse, melting eventually into a large, liquid-like cinema screen 
that seemed to float above the ground at eye-level. She found herself 
looking at scenes from her own life, playing out like an old movie off a 
projector. Homes she had lived in, old friends from school, pets she had 
loved, family holidays, favourite toys, they were all there. Her parents 
and grandparents, her brothers and sister, all alive and happy, and the 
scenes rolled on to the whirring of the machine. She recognised herself 
as a child, her older sister too; they were beautifully dressed in identical 
dresses that her mother had sewn, and ran amok with other children. 

It was a birthday party, she remembered now. They were playing games 
at a children’s birthday party. Then the light changed, subtly at first. It 
became darker somehow, and then she heard the shouting. Her mother 
and father were arguing, again. In the pit of her stomach, she sensed that 
The Fear was there too. Her stomach tightened in a familiar twist, and 
she began to tidy her toys, her clothes, her shoes. Once her bedroom 
was fixed, her mind searched frantically to remember what else her father 
had told her to do. Had she left her bicycle in the driveway? He would 
flatten it with his car if he arrived home and it was in his way. He said 
so. What else, there was something else. Then the face that she loved, 
the father that she adored appeared and transformed before her. The 
laughing eyes grew small and icy with anger; nostrils flared turning a pale 
shade of grey as fury devoured love. “How many times have I told you 
not to leave your shoes outside?” he spoke without feeling. My shoes, 
my shoes! She had forgotten her shoes. “Sorry Daddy, I’m sorry Daddy” 
she whimpered, mortified at the mistake, and terrified at the punishment 
about to be dealt. She hadn’t done what she was supposed to do. She had 
failed, and now she was going to be punished. Panicked and frightened, 
she ran from the thin stick that rained stinging blow after blow at her 
bottom and down the back of her legs. But his legs were much longer 
than hers, and she couldn’t get away. She wasn’t fast enough. She wasn’t 
smart enough. She wasn’t enough. She ran past her sister. She ran past 
her mother. Up the passage, through the entrance hall; the front door 
was shut. She ran back down the passage, through the dining room, 
through the kitchen, scullery, back verandah and out onto the driveway. 

The beating stopped, and she looked up into the face of the neighbour’s 
daughter who was trimming their side of the hedge. The wide eyes and 
open mouth were evidence that the girl had heard the crying and had seen 
the whipping. So that’s why he’d stopped. He was embarrassed at being 
caught behaving in such an uncharming manner by the pretty young girl 
who stared through the privet. The girl was the piano teacher’s daughter. 
Her piano teacher’s daughter. Her humiliation was complete. And so the 
lesson was learned; if you aren’t perfect, you will be punished and you 
will be humiliated to the core, and it will be your own fault. The lesson 
will continue to be taught until you learn to get it right. 

And it was; it was taught repeatedly for many years, and the show went 
on. The motion picture eventually drew to a close, clicking and whirring 
as the reel ended. The big screen fuzzed faded, and the latch clicked shut 
on the gate. She stared transfixed at the space where the display of her life 
had just played out. It had all been there, the marriages, the arguments, 
the tears, the frustrations, the divorce and the loneliness. She drowned in 
guilty knowledge that she had subjected her own child, whom she loved 
more than life itself, to the same childhood terrors. An overwhelming 
sense that she was completely alone drove into her gut and rooted itself 
in deep. She could hardly breathe or stand under the weight and size of 
it. Out of the trees, the creature emerged and approached. She didn’t 
move. As it floated closer its shape began to alter again. She didn’t move. 

She leapt mid-flight into the 
unknown to escape, stumbling 

blindly through a forest that 
seemed to stretch for miles.
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She recognised it now, in spite of whatever form it took; she recognised 
it. It was The Fear. And somehow she knew in the realm of dreams, that 
it couldn’t come through the gate unless she opened it. The Fear came 
closer and closer, hovering, straining to get at her, its fury so intense that 
she considered it might implode at any second. Still, she didn’t move. 
She stood her ground, looking directly into the beast’s eyes. Then she 
smiled, and turned away from The Fear, and walked towards the light.

She awoke knowing that she was alone, but she felt good, really good. 
Her constant companion was gone. He left in the night, and she knew 
that he was never coming back. She had left him behind the closed gate. 
He would rattle the gate from time to time, of that she was sure. But 
she wasn’t going to open the gate to him. Not ever. So much was lost, 
irredeemable, but that loss too must remain in the past. She was in charge 
now, and he was never coming back again. The Fear was in the past, and 
that was where he belonged. 

Sometimes instinct and cold, hard fact will join forces to form a united 
front, waving a big yellow elephant of truth in your face. Sometimes Truth is 
so close that with one gust of wind, the hem of its garment flicks at your cheek 
and the crack of the fabric is audible, even to the unsuspecting ear. But, 
if you still see what you believe; and refuse to believe what you see, you can 
transform that big yellow elephant into an entirely ineffectual blob of butter 
that’s left on the side of your plate when the toast is all gone. What I mean 
to say is; eyes will see and ears will hear, but only when the heart decides that 
enough is enough, is it enough. As long as you hold on to a painful past, you 
will gravitate towards people and situations that remind you of it, because 
they feel familiar; they are what you know. I’ve seen that truth, and I’ve 
heard that truth, many times. But, now my heart knows that truth, and I 
am alive, and I am free.

by Elizabeth Joss

Pen as Proof

As she stepped out of the lecture room the passage was chilly and the 
gush of students rushing up and down created a diffusion of air currents 
on the lower floor of the building. They were wearing all sorts of winter 
accessories – hats, scarves, thick puffy jackets and hot chocolate in hand 
to match. As she glided towards the glass exit doors she looked down 
at her hands, which were covered in blue pen, took her finger, licked it 
and tried to remove the last sign of the imparting of knowledge on to 
those who were not much younger than she. It was the sort of winter 
that never seemed to end, with its innumerable rainy days and unpleasant 
temperatures that compelled one to stay indoors, warm in bed with a 
book. The students appeared to flow like icy ghosts towards a charted 
death and, similarly, her movements slowed as she walked down the 
few tiled steps, carefully laying each black heel down. As she continued 
towards the doors, she raised her head and then looked right at Justin, 
his face lighting up as he embraced her in his arms. He told her that he 
was on his way to class now and “isn’t this weather crazy?!” And she 
knew he just wanted to go home with her and cuddle warmly in the 
maroon bed they shared together. But being the good student he is, he 
kissed her softly on the cheek and made his way to his history class. As 
she proceeded through the glass doors, the harsh smell of smoke shot 
up her nostrils as crowds of students huddled in groups, lit up under 
the roof of the entrance to keep out of the rain. She smiled and greeted 
those she knew; telling them firmly that she would see them in class on 
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Wednesday and then she pulled her fold-up umbrella out of her bag and 
opened it as if she were cursing towards the heavens. 

The walk home was nothing spectacular. Everyday after class she would 
visit the department then proceed home. But today she decided that it 
was unnecessary to walk up to the sixth floor on such an icy day when she 
could rather be in the comfort of her own home. On her way out, the 
parking lot was no new sight to her and she would gaze at the lecturers’ 
cars as she walked by and admit that they certainly did not earn enough 
money. There was one lovely, tiny, red car about thirteen years old or so 
but very well looked after and always polished. It fascinated her every day 
and she looked forward to seeing it glisten in the rain. Today, however, 
it was parked in a closer parking space than usual. The lecturer must have 
arrived earlier and was lucky with the space, she thought. 

As she walked through the lot, there were two peach-coloured semi-
detached houses on the left, ones with strangely styled roofs, which 
were owned by the university and were used as language and editing 
laboratories. Just down the road, but on the same side as these buildings 
stood a medical building, a doctor and obstetrician’s practice with a 
big graphic of a pregnant woman near the entrance. She would hold 
her breath as she walked past this building for the chances that he were 
there were quite high. He was a coloured parking guard for the doctor’s 
practice and would wash the cars parked there every day, even in the 
pouring rain. Something about him made her nervous. He would greet 
and compliment her constantly and she knew that he watched her and 
knew the times of her classes. She tried taking different routes, but 
because her house was situated en-route to the medical practice, it was 
impossible to avoid such a character. Justin had once said, “This man is 
harmless, simple even. He would not touch a fly,” but she had her doubts. 
“If I ever disappear then you know who kidnapped me,” she would joke. 
Daily, this so-called simple man would greet her in Afrikaans and flatter 
her immensely. Although these remarks seemed quite innocent, the tone 
of his of voice and his stare made her feel uncomfortable as she passed 
him by. She would always attempt to be polite so as not to spark off 

anything inside of him. But polite in a short, “I haven’t got time” way. 
She wondered what he would come up with today and what response she 
would give him that would quiet him. 

Thoughts flowed to and fro in her mind like the ongoing traffic around 
her and as she stepped off the pavement, looking left and right and left 
again, she found it strange that he was nowhere in sight. Upon reaching 
the other side, she looked back (as she always did to make sure he wasn’t 
following her) but still could not see him. Perhaps he was off sick today. 
Thank God he is giving me a break, she thought. As she walked past a 
high rise of trees on one side of the road, her thoughts drifted away from 
the suspicious character and rather towards the law thesis that she was 
busily writing. She thought about the two books she would still need to 
search for the next day, designating the following afternoon a research-
orientated one. In her mind, she planned the necessary tasks for the day: 
gym with Justin at 8, shower, breakfast, dentist appointment, bank, lunch 
and then she would spend the afternoon at the library. Quite a busy day, 
she thought. And as she was prone to worrying, she created this mental 
list and told herself that she could only relax when the weekend came and 
when her research was complete. 

Daily, this so-called simple man 
would greet her in Afrikaans  

and flatter her immensely.
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A tiny pebble stream which snaked through the trees on the left put 
her slowly at ease and as she walked she now noticed that the voices of 
students were fading and that even the sounds from the engines of cars 
seemed to cease. As she walked further and further off the busy campus 
route, her steps became more rapid now with her eagerness to get out 
of the cold and rain. She pulled tightly on the neck of her jacket to keep 
the wintry air out and with the same arm pressed her handbag closely 
against her body. With the other hand she held her umbrella, open and 
pointing towards the rain clouds. It felt as though the dampness of the air 
and the heaviness of her thoughts were pulling her down, down, slowly 
towards the wet earth. And then suddenly, harshly, she felt a whiplash; 
neck jolting backwards as a hand forcefully gripped her bag and jerked it 
away. In distress she released the bag and dropped the umbrella, feeling a 
sudden rise in temperature and then her body being flung into the nearby 
shrubs. She could hear his breathing, almost panting, as he unzipped the 
bag and threw its contents onto the muddy earth, grabbing only her blue 
purse and shoving it into the pocket of his rain jacket. She could feel the 
rain soaking into her clothing as he mumbled something, but she didn’t 
dare look. Her attempts to scream were then muffled by the plastic sleeve 
of his jacket. With the other hand he was pulling her body upwards and 
out of the view of the street. 

The rain became heavier now and her mind reverted to a childlike state, 

as she observed the tiny holes the raindrops imprinted on the clayey 
soil. Some small creature moved in the bush behind. It was as if all her 
senses were heightened now. She heard stifled sounds as he undid his tan 
belt and with one hand pushed his jeans down just below his bottom. 
Knowing now that she would be silent, he removed the other hand and 
then rubbed it over the denim fabric of her pants, up and down; up and 
down over those parts she kept secretly, intimately for loving Justin. He 
pressed harder and harder. Questions flew around in her mind and her 
struggle to get away ended as she felt his hard muscle thrust into the 
back of her throat and push, push, push. He stood like this, straddled 
two legs over her body slumped against the wall, for what seemed like 
hours. The coldness of the wall together with warmth of his parts flapping 
harshly against her cheeks made her want to choke, vomit. When he 
had had enough, he withdrew from her, bent his knees into a squatting 
position over her so their faces were centimetres apart. His strength was 
enormous as he turned her over onto all fours with one strikingly white 
arm, at the same time lowering her trouser bottoms to her knees. And 
then came the excruciating pain from behind as he thrust into her with 
all his might, dripping out of her, down her legs, onto her pants. When 
it was over, he held her body close and cradled her slowly back and forth 
as if giving love. Needing love. Then she felt his body move further and 
further from her, pulling his pants up and hearing his footsteps splashing 
about in the mud as he ran. 

And she lay there. Foetal position, cradled up like a ball, rocking herself 
back and forth, back and forth. Rocking. Her mind glazed over things 
now. She tried to focus and regain her strength to rise but she couldn’t. 
It seemed as though the rain stopped now, as if everything were over. 
She was not sobbing, nor were tears coming from her eyes. Her stare was 
blank as she looked over to the ground where the contents of her bag 
had spilled out. Then she saw her blue pen, her tiny notepad, the faces of 
her students, her friends and then that of Justin. Memories entered her 
mind briefly, distractingly, as if nothing could compare to what she had 
just experienced. And then her hand reached out towards the muddied 
pen, clasped it and pulled it towards her chest, for it seemed the only 
thing to bring her hope. 

She could feel the rain 
soaking into her clothing 
as he mumbled something, 
but she didn’t dare look.
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Personal Essays

I have never forgotten the first time I saw an erect penis. I’d never seen 
my dad’s or anyone else’s before. My parents had shielded me well from 
sexual difference. It’s strange that after all these years I still remember 
his penis. I could describe it in court if I had to, in detail: its length, its 
anaconda size surrounded by its pubic bush, its smell and its serpent-like 
erection. 

It angers me sometimes that I remember the graphic details of his penis, 
yet I can’t describe the memories of molestation in consecutive detail. 
The memories themselves are fragmented components of the whole 
experience of being molested – approximately five years, falsifying my 
sexuality. 

Sipho is the one I remember the most, as he was my most frequent 
molester. Never mind the many others during his time that followed to 
investigate my body, my vagina: its clitoris, its floods and its hole. My 
breasts: their nipples, their circles, their density – falsifying my body’s 
space. 

I’ve fantasised about taking him to court but I know the frenetic manner 
of my memories would render a “not guilty” verdict. “I’ll allow her 
sexual history,” I imagine the male judge saying. I feel like Khwezi in the 
Jacob Zuma rape trial – silenced before you’ve spoken, seen as a political 
conspirator instead of as a rape victim. Law and justice are two different 
coins. We deserve more.

by Kazeka Mashologu-Kuse

Here, I am
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I’ve been waiting patiently, angrily, shamefully, sadly for you, My 
Frequent Molester, to say: “I am sorry. I’m sorry that I began the 
journey of violating you. Because of my underhanded fingers all over 
your holy body, you attracted further down the path predators of your 
flesh. Because of me, you dated sexually abusive men because that’s the 
energy I gave you. Even when I was seducing you, an eight-year-old 
girl, to touch my seventeen-year-old penis, I was slowly seducing you to 
penetration. My strategy was becoming increasingly intense as the years 
went by. Now I was making you watch pornography every weekend. I 
was pushing the boundaries; I had gotten away with much more already. 
Before I was done with my plan, you left for another town. I had thought 
of raping you – gently. You might have been a prostitute, for you had 
thought of becoming one since I had taught you your worth is in your 
sexuality. When I made you watch that porn again and again, you began 
to believe that female slavery was female sexuality. Had I raped you, you 
might have acted on that ‘prostitutional’ thought. 

“I told you many times you were fat; you tried diet after diet in your 
teenage years but the energy of my words reverberated in your being. 
Your diets were unsuccessful because your fridge had become your 
psychiatrist. You unconsciously moved from a size 32 to 38. Your friends 
called you plumpy and round like an African woman, when in fact your 
weight spoke volumes of your silent pain. 

“I am sorry that I invited all three of my younger brothers to join me in 
exploring your body. We’d investigate you one by one as the colonist, Jan 
van Riebeeck, investigated the lands of the Cape. No more the lands of 
KwaZulu, now it was Natal. No more the lands of amaXhosa, it became 
the Transkei. The territories of the motherland had been annexed. I had 
annexed the territory of your body. The maps of Africa had been revised. 
I revised the maps of your destiny.

“I am sorry, because of me, you attracted a sexually abusive man. At 
eighteen you thought you were in love, but you were actually responding 
to the reincarnation of me. This time, I gave you more than just sexual 
abuse – I gave you ‘the disease’. Had I not started this experimentation 
on your body, you probably would have never been attracted to him to 
begin with. I am sorry that I contributed to that disastrous script of your 
life.

“I am sorry that I robbed you of creating your own life’s script. In 
violating your body I violated your body’s wisdom. You feared your own 
body instead of revering it as an instrument guided by your spirit. You 
feared your greatness.”

Sipho is the one I remember 
the most, as he was my most 
frequent molester.

I am sorry, because of me, you  
attracted a sexually abusive man...

I am sorry that I robbed you of  
creating your own life’s script.

Here, I am
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It’s only a play in the stage of my mind, My Frequent Molester apologising. 
He would have to be highly enlightened to understand the magnitude 
of his actions and the multi-layered effects of it. I want to hate you but 
hate would turn me into Mugabe, Hitler or Verwoerd. By the words 
of Tsitsi Dangarembga in Nervous Conditions: “I feel many emotions” 
– unforgiveness is the one that scares me the most.

In the play I would say: “Thank you. I’d blamed myself all these years. 
I thought my body, by virtue of its make, was a shame. I thought my 
vagina, because it was a vagina, was offensive. I thought my vagina meant 
‘penisless’, therefore abnormal. I forgive you though. I forgive you so 
that I can move on. If we ever do meet, please don’t expect me to be 
nice. Though we are maternal cousins, I don’t have the heart to like you. 
From this moment on, I release you from my consciousness. I release 
you from every vein in which my body holds you. I release you because 
I want to feel clean again.”

***

The journey to recovery begins by giving yourself the very thing 
that you want from your perpetrator. For me it was an apology, an 
acknowledgement of the uncountable molestation events and the chaotic 
afterlife, the experiences occupied in every sphere of my life.

My healing began the moment I read Iyanla Vanzant’s words in her book, 
In the Meantime, where she writes: “Now you are seven or eight…you’ve 
learnt that your little body, which was once cute enough to be exposed 
to everyone, is…offensive. You must keep it covered and never…make 
reference to it in public. You may not be quite sure what ‘public’ is but 
you know it lives on the other side of the bathroom door where there 
are strangers.” 

Flashbacks of the years of sexual abuse came back like an angry God on 
judgement day. For the first time, I told myself the absolute truth – I 
admitted that I had been molested by different people for five years of 
my childhood, mostly cousins and adult family friends.

I admitted the pathetic reality of my current situation – I had begged 
a man who had cheated on me, sexually abused me and then had the 
audacity to dump me. I was in a relationship in which I was using the one 
I was with to get over the one that left. It was a real mess. 

“Go test for HIV,” my spirit was gently nagging me. I lied to myself that 
I’d rather die not knowing than live knowing and I told myself, I am not 
going to die alone. If I am infected so will another. “I never asked for it,” 
I shouted. He could have told me. Defensive as I was, the internal spirit 
always knows.

“The one that I was with” pressurised me into having unprotected sex 
with him. “I don’t want to play like that,” I said as I refused the first 
time he made the suggestion. He accepted. Next time he pressurised for 
unprotected sex, I gave in. “He should take my vagina; take it like they 
did so many years ago! He should take the HIV with it also!” I angrily 
reasoned. Flesh to flesh – he enjoyed it; I never felt the difference. The 
symptoms were all there – night sweats, coughing for over two weeks 
but the courage to get confirmation ceased to exist…but in my spirit I 
knew.

I thought my body, by virtue 
of its make, was a shame. 

Here, I am
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Leaving East London for Port Elizabeth gave me a false sense of comfort 
that I was leaving the demons of the past behind, but your spirit follows 
you – always there, reminding you that life is reaped by the consciously 
living. 

For a while life was better in Port Elizabeth. I was happy to be out of 
home, studying at Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University. I eventually 
broke the silence to my mom. Despite being hurt that she couldn’t have 
protected her only child, she was a healing river. I can remember her 
words: “It was not your fault. You mistook the sexual abuse for brotherly 
love.” She took the words right out of my mouth. Mothers are God’s 
way of saying “I am here with you, in all ways.”

She told my dad, who never said a word to me. His silence cut deep. I 
wanted him to say: “Why didn’t you tell me, I would have protected you. 
I would have killed them if I knew. I would never have stood right there 
and watched them do that to you.” It reminded me, when I was a young 
girl, when I stood there next to my mother as she relayed to you how 
I had relayed to her that your colleague caressed my bum whenever I 
was left in his care after school. You stood there, took no gun, expressed 
no anger and, later down the years, even took me to his wedding. I 
remember the energy of disappointment I felt when you didn’t become 
the knight in shining armour from a Mills and Boon novel. I wanted a 
male saviour.

Jesus was the male saviour. I projected all my unmet male needs onto the 
Church’s image of him. I went to church twice on Sunday, attended cell 
groups, prayed and did everything else to earn God’s love. I was on a 
high, spiritual opium. I spoke in tongues, fell down on my knees during 
worship and hoped Jesus would miraculously come down from heaven 
and pick me up, raise me like he raised Lazarus. When I opened up my 
eyes I was still there with my hands raised sky up, looked around, noticed 
some of the people looking at me and felt like a fool. Why hadn’t he 
come to pick me up, save me? I didn’t want to be saved from fires of hell; 
I wanted to be saved here, in Earth’s misery. I swallowed my thoughts.  

My devoted church experience worked for a while until I began to 
question. The emotional experience of protestant worship opened the 
doorway to spirituality. I began to observe the emotions of doing a 
BCom degree that felt like a slow death. I watched closely the emotions 
that arose from being persuaded to believe I was the rib and bone of 
Adam. I felt my dislike of the view that the amandla spirit of female 
sagacity, no matter how powerful it is, would reach its ceiling at the 
beginning of male law.

I felt the resentment of kneeling before a religion that views my female 
body as a figure of temptation and downfall. I wondered about the God 
who endorses a male code. I concluded, to be a good Christian devotee 
I would have to crucify my sense of reason.

I owned my reality: that I was dating an intellectual man but an emotional 
baby boy and that I was the same: an intelligent woman but an emotional 
baby girl. I decided to choose to be a grown woman. I let it go. 

At the time I started to own my feelings, a call from a childhood friend 
changed the course of my life. “Tshomi, uBoboyi has died.” My heart 
sank, I knew it was coming: the confirmation. “He died of full-blown 
AIDS.” Iyanla Vanzant words – “The minute you even begin to think and 
feel you need a change; the forces of the universe will rise to meet your 
request” – came into life. I finally went for that HIV test and it confirmed 
what my spirit had known for two years but refused to confirm. I was 
diagnosed with HIV.

My first thought – death. I decided if I was going to die, I’d rather die 
happy, living a full and conscious life. I decided to change from doing 
a BCom for three years to doing a Media degree full time. My mom 
was not impressed. Three years of investment down the drain. I could 
understand her position and that she could not comprehend my urgency 
of heart as I had not disclosed my HIV status to her. I humbled myself, 
asking for her blessing. I wrote her a five-page letter explaining that only 
now was I beginning to lead a life of my own design and not the one 
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in reaction to my molestation experiences. She gave me the go-ahead 
and was even there during the registration. “Bhelekazi, you are God 
incarnate.”

Doing the Media degree was one of the best decisions of my life. I 
bathed in the prescribed reading material: Nervous Conditions by Tsitsi 
Dangarembga, Things Fall Apart by Chinua Achebe, Frantz Fanon’s The 
Wretched of the Earth and the philosophical articles of Kant, Kristeva, 
Nietzsche, etc. Studying isiXhosa, my native language, awakened a 
cultural consciousness that had been lost with western civilisation. I 
was in awe of my forefathers’ social intelligence, despite their sexism. 
After reading Simone de Beauvoir’s The Second Sex, I declared myself a 
feminist. Every day felt like a miracle because I was taking control of my 
life. The more I did, the more I loved me. I was slowly making myself 
whole. I realised, “I am the love that I seek”.

I changed my surname from Kuse to Mashologu-Kuse, representing a 
change in consciousness. I meditated rather than prayed. I read instead 
of attending cell meetings and now I go to a spiritual centre instead of 
going to a church. At first, I was terrified of stepping into new ground. I 
was even more terrified of transgressing a white male God who required 

me to obey irrespective of my feelings. I was scared that God only protects 
a woman who is within a male code. I felt Jesus was giving me the same 
possessive look Adam gave Eve every time I followed the voice within. 
Strangely, I felt more alive and peaceful than I have ever felt in my life 
so far. Every day the inner voice becomes louder than the external noise. 
Every time I act on that inner voice, I discover God in many ways. More 
profoundly, I discovered that I am not evil and never was. I am actually 
ok and that’s all that matters.

Weirdly, my view of Christianity transformed. It transcended into an 
internal Christ-like consciousness that transcended doctrine. Jesus no 
longer became the pathway to earn God’s love. He became the example 
of how to manifest the Divine on this earth. One day, on my rocking 
chair, I hope I can proudly say “I’ve chosen to live my way, my truth, 
my life.”

Here I am, 2008, three months away from obtaining my Media degree, 
salivating every minute of it, feeling that the road has been worth every 
tear, every acquaintance, every false friendship, every illusion of love, 
every ounce of pain; shame, guilt and sickness have been spiritual teachers 
clothed with eternal truth. Here, I am, remembering that emotional, 
spiritual, health and wealth abundance is always there. It’s for me to 
claim. Here I am, choosing to experience abundance in its complexity, 
bit by bit. Here I am, proudly proclaiming “I am a grown woman and I 
am still growing.”I concluded, to be a good 

Christian devotee I would have 
to crucify my sense of reason.
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by Cathy Park

Going Out  
to Come Home

nd
prize2

We stood together beneath the thatched eaves of the rustic country 
chapel. The murmur of a passing river wove through the listening silence 
of those gathered to celebrate our union. There we spoke the vows we 
had written: to be and to love together for always, no matter what. 

That day felt like we’d crossed the threshold of a new land: the land of 
marriage. I believed the marriage vow was sacred and though I expected 
the path we walked together to be hard at times, I knew it was a journey 
for life. 

***

John* was the first man I’d met who talked about emotions and the stuff 
of life easily and often. Like me, he’d studied psychology and had done 
a counselling course. He seemed wise, perceptive, romantic and caring. 
On our first dinner date, we sat on his couch and talked for hours. He 
brought a blanket to cover me when I said I was cold. 

In the early days of our relationship, he planned a surprise for me. A 
friend told him I would be in a shopping centre at a certain time to meet 
her. As I stood waiting, John appeared carrying a big bouquet of flowers 
and a portable hi-fi. He pressed “play” and Frank Sinatra’s “Fly Me to 

the Moon” filled the shop. People around us smiled as we stood there 
hugging. It was movie-like romance.

As our relationship progressed, it seemed to me that John was wiser and 
more psychologically fluent than I was. I felt he could see things about 
me to which I was blind, and so I took in his words and began to work 
on me. The power imbalance grew steadily, with John readily placing 
the weight on my shoulders and me willingly accepting the weight. His 
comments about me grew increasingly toxic and abusive.

In the months before our wedding, I was aware of a knotted tension in 
me, a wary feeling within our relationship. Because I knew relationships 
were places of healing that bring out our unresolved, wounded sides, 
I theorised that this inner discomfort was part of my fear of letting 
someone into my life. I saw the tension as a sign of potential for growth 
in me and within the relationship. 

I had begun subtly moving away from my instincts, turning away from 
what felt good and life-giving. Instead, I exerted my will for growth 
over my body’s quiet whispers. I thought that an intimate relationship 
was meant to be hard, and that it required work on the self and with the 
other. And so I shouldered the load, gritted my teeth and faced in the 
direction of hard work rather than what felt restful. This is where the 
subtle battering of myself began. With me. 

And so Project Me was launched, where the conversation in our 
relationship centred on my unresolved issues and my need for healing. 
What I see now is that I did not have more issues than anyone else 
entering a new marriage. But focusing on me gave John power. 

Project Me meant many late nights, talking for hours; writing in my 
diary every day, analysing my feelings and thoughts; reading every self-
help book on the market that promised transformation and change; and 
attending all kinds of self-growth workshops in the hope that I would 
leave different and healed.  

Going Out  
to Come Home
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John’s focus on me became more desperate and more painful until the 
first time he hit me. It felt devastating and insignificant at the same time. 
We’d been fighting: I said something angry and he gave me a glancing 
blow to the head. The foundations of my world had cracked apart and 
yet the walls of the apartment continued to stand and the soft bed was 
still beneath me where I sat. 

The blow itself wasn’t sore, yet some important but invisible line had been 
crossed. The voiceover from the POWA TV advert that was running at 
the time spoke in my head: “If he hits you once, he will hit you again”. 

Part of me shied away from the drama of that statement. I told myself that 
I’d made him angry; that he hadn’t meant it. When you love someone 
you find reasons to keep loving them, not to condemn them. 

That morning, after I’d scraped the porridge he’d thrown off the walls 
and the carpet, I drove out into the countryside, tears blurring my vision 
as I tried to make sense of what had happened. When John phoned, I 
turned around and drove home. Love was not about ultimatums (if you 
hit me, I will leave you) but about turning around and trying again. Love 
was to be worked at. 

***

As we journeyed deeper into the land of marriage, the struggle intensified. 
His communication to me to change, to stop doing whatever it was I was 
doing, to be more this and less that, became increasingly physical. He’d 
pull my hair, shove me up against the wall by the throat till I was gasping 
for breath, scream into my face and shake me violently by the shoulders. 
The nights of horror got more frequent, when a quiet companionable 
evening would, with a look or a comment, spiral down into violence and 
shouting and punching of doors. He would fist my skull like a wild man 
knocking to be let in out of a storm. I would leave, sobbing, diary in 
hand, trying to make it to the front door without being hit again. 

On my daytime travels around the city, I began to keep a constant eye 
out for 24-hour restaurants, for safe places where I could take refuge in 
the dead hours of the night. Many nights I sat at these places with my 
diary and a pot of tea, working to find what it was in me that was causing 
this violence, working to understand John’s words, to hear the truth 
in what he said about me so that I could change and heal and stop the 
horror. I would sit there till I felt enough time had passed for John to fall 
asleep so that I could tiptoe back into the flat and curl up on the couch. 

On other nights, I felt too shell-shocked to write or think, and I’d creep 
to my car where it was parked, longing to lay my sore head (which often 
had blood-encrusted lumps from John’s punches) somewhere safe and 
soft; needing to get away from the constant feeling of being worked on, 
criticised and found to be impossible. I’d open the garage door quietly 
and creep onto the backseat of my car, so that the neighbours wouldn’t 
look out of their windows and see my shame. 

After each violent incident, I felt terrible shame, a hopeless sense of 
having failed once again. Each time I resolved to try harder, apply a 
new technique from yet another self-help book, try a different mental 
attitude, and pray more. Sometimes, the new strategy would work. 

But then, inevitably, the violence would come around again. One night 
I lay hunched on the cool black and white tiles of the bathroom floor, a 
nest of my tangled hair that John had pulled out lying in the toilet bowl, 

He would fist my skull like a 
wild man knocking to be let 

in out of a storm. 
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and the stale smell of his saliva on my face where he had spat globules 
of contempt at me. Self-hatred welled up in me and I bit down hard 
into the soft flesh of my forearm, screaming silently in my throat. My 
head couldn’t make sense of the insanity of what I was experiencing: the 
madness of loving someone who hurt me.

In the course of our marriage, I left a few times but hope kept bringing 
me back. The hope that this time it would be different, that the bad night 
or few days had been the last gasp of a difficult phase and that we could 
begin a new part of the journey. I also felt that if I left this relationship 
unresolved, I would simply repeat mistakes in my next one. So I stayed 
and worked and days turned into weeks, months and years. 

Moment by moment though, as a result of all my inner labour, I began 
to see myself with different eyes. My diary entries shifted from self-
recriminatory analyses of my dysfunction to giving myself praise for small 
acts of kindness and wisdom and to giving thanks for simple things that 
had given me joy and energy in the day. I looked at my relationships with 
others in my life and saw that these were respectful and healthy. People 
I cared about expressed how much they valued me as a friend and how 
easy I was to be with. I saw more clearly the imbalance in my marriage 
and how John’s relentless criticism and abusiveness had poisoned my 
view of my self. 

In the seventh year of our marriage, I felt a growing hunger in the pit of 
my stomach for my own physical space. A week later, a flat came up for 
rent in the same complex as the flat I owned and where we lived. John 
and I decided to take it. We had been living and working from a one-
bedroom flat since our wedding and we hoped that having another flat 
would give us more breathing room.

At first I planned to work in the new space and only sleep there if things 
got difficult, but day-by-day I filled it up until eventually I had moved 
in. 

The physical space it offered – the safe space to sleep, to cry, to numb 
out, to gaze for hours at the river that flowed past the window – brought 
fresh air to my thoughts. I allowed myself to think that I didn’t have to 
work so hard all the time. I began to turn away from trying to understand 
John and the recurring issues in our relationship and, instead, turned to 
face myself. I began to feel a growing sense of responsibility towards my 
own well-being, towards me. 

Little by little, I drew lines of safety around me. I did not open the door 
to John when he was angry and blaming. I stopped answering his calls at 
all hours. Night by night, I chose getting enough sleep over another futile 
conversation. In the moments we were together, if I felt any discomfort 
or threat, I would leave and go back to my own space. 

This was the start of my journey back to me. It was scary but exhilarating. 
I made small daily choices in line with my own joy and pleasure. I bought 
a big bed and covered it in billows of white cotton. I filled my living 
space with colour and softness, crimson throws, Indian wall hangings, 
candles and cushions. Within a few months of moving in, I began to 
consider the possibility of stepping out of my marriage.

There were still moments when the small hopeful voice inside me 
whispered that this time it would really be different, and I forgot myself 
and faced once again in the direction of trying to make the marriage 
work. But these moments lessened, with longer periods of facing towards 
what nourished me. 

On our seventh wedding anniversary, I performed a quiet ritual in my 
bedroom, where I promised to love and honour myself, no matter 
what. 

Now, two years after my divorce, I have come full circle. I am back in the 
flat where it all started. 

Going Out  
to Come Home
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But though it is the same space with the river flowing past as it always 
has, everything is different, inside and out. The morning sun shines on 
the deep orange cushions in my lounge. My bedroom is a haven of soft 
pillows, a velvet quilt and splashes of crimson. I am blessed with family 
and friends who love me and a lover who respects and values me. I feel 
centred in my body and full in my heart.  

I have come home to myself. 

The morning sun shines on 
the deep orange cushions in 
my lounge. My bedroom is a 
haven of soft pillows, a velvet 
quilt and splashes of crimson.

* Name has been changed.

by Robyne Bellingan

A Long Road Back

rd
prize3

Have you ever felt like you’re looking down on yourself from above, as if 
you’re watching a scene from a movie that can’t be paused, even though 
you so desperately want it to be? Have you ever felt like your body is not 
your own anymore, like it has been detached from your soul completely? 
Have you even distanced yourself from the pain and hurt, only knowing 
that you will have to feel it later? I have. I know what it feels like to 
look into the eyes of a man, begging him to stop, knowing that what I 
say is futile in the face of such madness. I know what it feels like to be a 
little girl who hides behind fantasy books and dreams of being a magical 
princess in a far off land where there are no ogres that can hurt her and 
moats and spiked fences guard her from the evil man. I know what it feels 
like to want to escape, to banish my feelings under a haze of drugs and 
carve red rivers across my skin to kill the pain inside me. This is my story, 
about the abuse that I suffered as a young girl and a woman and how I 
came out the other side of a five-year-long addiction to drugs that was as 
a result of the abuse.

They were boys like any other five or six year olds, scratched knees and 
naughty grins, unruly hair and Batman t-shirts. But these boys were my 
monsters, they crept into my dreams at night and woke me up screaming, 
they took my five-year-old joy and turned it into fear. These were my 
earliest memories, not of birthday parties and pony rides, but of being 
pinned to the ground behind a wendy house at the playschool I attended, 

A Long Road Back
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with these monster-boys holding me down and taking away bits of my 
innocence one day at a time. At that age things like this are brushed off 
as childish games, not abuse that has the power to leave a child so broken 
that the nightmares keep her awake at night years later.

***

He was my best friend’s father, he drove a beautiful silver convertible 
and dressed like a movie star. He owned two football clubs in Joburg, 
as well as a popular chain of coffee shops. I was eight, he was around 
thirty-six. He would take me into the store room of the restaurants and 
the spare room of his mansion and tell me that I was a dirty little girl 
and needed to be punished. He would tell my mother that I was his little 
princess and kiss me goodbye. There were always strawberry milkshakes 
with rainbow coloured sprinkles as rewards if I was good and didn’t resist 
him. To this day I can’t bear the smell or taste of strawberry-flavoured 
ice cream and milk and I keep the newspaper cut out of the article saying 
that he’d been arrested for fraud and money laundering and was finally 
getting the punishment that he deserved. I started suffering from acute 
insomnia shortly after this and became severely anorexic, as I blamed 
my developing body for attracting the abuse. I thought that if I became 
invisible I would be able to protect myself from future abuse. This led to 
a long battle with anorexia and bulimia that I still suffer the consequences 
of today.

***

Thirteen years old and being suspended from my primary school for 
being drunk and stoned on the premises. I’d found that the only way to 
stop myself from falling apart after being raped by my seventeen-year-

old boyfriend was to drown the pain, to push it as far down inside of 
me as I possibly could. Food also worked to hold the pain down, but as 
the food came back up, so did the pain and the cycle continued. High 
school came and I started to forget about the abuse, as I’d pushed the 
memories so far away. The nightmares didn’t stop, so I started using 
dagga and mandrax to put myself into a dreamless sleep at night. I craved 
the numbness that the drugs gave me and the feeling of being wrapped 
up in a warm blanket that shielded me from the outside world. As the 
drug use spiralled out of control, my depression worsened and I decided 
to put an end to the pain. Waking up after my suicide attempt the day 
after my fifteenth birthday was the hardest thing I’ve ever had to do. My 
parents, brother and sister were standing around the hospital bed staring 
down at me with tears streaming down their faces.

A year later I started using crystal meth and, due to the deterioration of 
my health and psychosis brought on by the drug, I was admitted into a 
psychiatric unit. While in there I started to open up about the abuse, but 
I was not given any tools to deal with the feelings that this brought up 
for me, and I continued using as soon as I got out. One of the effects of 
the abuse was that I had very intense, unstable relationships with men 
and I had no idea about personal boundaries, emotionally and physically. 
I welcomed the names that I was called; words like “slut” and “whore” 
were all too familiar to me, as I had called myself them for many years. 
I had consensual sex for the first time at the age of seventeen, although 
I felt just as terrible as when I’d been raped years earlier. I couldn’t deal 
with the feelings of hatred towards myself and broke up with the man 
soon after. I felt that every time I did anything sexual with a man, a part 
of my soul was destroyed, so I stayed away from men and immersed 
myself in drugs completely. 

I also started using heroin to counteract the effects of the crystal meth, 
which led me down an even deeper, darker hole. During my Grade 11 
year, I dropped out of high school as I could no longer function on a 
physical and mental level. I was sent to a rehabilitation centre that allowed 
a certain amount of freedom, but I ended up relapsing on heroin and 

I welcomed the names that I was called.
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was kicked out. I was then sent to a different centre where I stayed for 
three months, spending Christmas, New Year’s Day and my eighteenth 
birthday in treatment. I started to deal with my deep-seated issues and 
for the first time I found a little bit of hope that would carry me through 
the dark times that were to follow and I was given tools to deal with 
situations that I would be confronted with when outside of treatment, 
and I built up a strong support base.

Once out of treatment, I managed to pick up the scattered pieces 
of my life. I went back to school to resume my matric and attended 
Narcotics Anonymous meetings on a regular basis. I made a whole new 
circle of friends and reconnected with friends that I’d lost while in active 
addiction. I also chose to get involved with a man that I had met while in 
rehab, going against the advice of everyone that I knew. The relationship 
went well for the first month or so, but he soon started to become more 
and more possessive and jealous. He was a very damaged man and had 
previously been involved in gangsterism, but to me he was just a little 
boy who needed me to help him. I took on the role of the caregiver 
and became more and more co-dependent as the relationship became 
sicker and sicker. Soon he had forbidden me to see any of my friends on 
a social basis and would fly into a fit of rage whenever anyone paid me 
any attention. He was emotionally abusive on a daily basis and I started 
to suffer from very bad depression as a result. 

The first time he hit me will forever be etched on my mind. I had lied 
to him about seeing a friend and he had found out. I went over to his 
house and as I walked in the door he punched me on the side of my 
face so hard that I fell down on the floor. This started happening on 
a regular basis, but I was terrified of telling anyone as I feared that he 
would do something to my family as he had threatened to in the past. 
The abuse escalated to such an extent that he would come to my school 
and my house with a gun to scare me and make sure that I was “behaving 
myself”. Eventually I cracked and told my parents, because I knew that if 
I didn’t I would end up relapsing and lose everything that I had worked 
so hard for. The police helped me to remove all my things from his house 
and I got a restraining order put in place to protect me and my family, 
and he was sent to prison after being caught in the possession of drugs.

Dealing with the aftermath of the abuse was incredibly difficult, but 
I had an amazing support network and friends that helped me to see 
the beautiful things in life again. My family was very supportive and 
encouraged me to excel at school and in my personal life. I started working 
part time at Exclusive Books, which did wonders for my self confidence 
and self esteem as well as helping me use my free time effectively. Today I 
am free. I have been freed from the desire to use drugs and engage in self 
destructive behaviour and am excelling at university where I am studying 

Food also worked to hold the pain 
down, but as the food came  

back up, so did the pain. 

Once out of treatment,  
I managed to pick up the 
scattered pieces of my life.
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Political Science and Mandarin Chinese. My relationship with my family 
is amazing, there are no more secrets and lies and I am in a healthy 
relationship with an incredible man who loves me unconditionally. I have 
dreams that I know I can achieve and my life is filled with happiness and 
love. I have regained my dignity and integrity and no longer hate the 
person that stares back at me in the mirror. I do still have days when I 
feel like I can’t go on but they are slowly becoming fewer and farther 
between. My best friend was recently raped, and using the experience that 
I have gained I am able to help and support her through her own ordeal. 
I have put the abuse behind me and have learned that even though it will 
always be a part of me, it no longer has to define me.

by Jane Higgins

Me

Our song was “Saving Me” by Nickelback. Funnily enough, I thought I 
was saving him. He was a beautiful soul, someone who originated from a 
very wealthy family, but yet still seemed to have been dealt a cruel hand 
in life. 

He was the Vincent van Gogh of our dazed and confused world, 
someone who shed light and colour into a faceless reality. His rage 
exhibited his spectacular artistic temperament. His deep sadness painted 
the incredible depths of his tortured thoughts. No one was capable of 
truly understanding the decorated textures of his character…except me. 

Strangely, our first encounter held no fireworks, no flurry of stars or 
exquisite night breaths. He was an “alright for now kind of guy”. As 
time went by, he became more interesting. Certainly not due to a lack 
of options, his appeal just grew. He was different. Completely unlike 
anyone else I had ever met. I could do interesting. 

He got very drunk one night. He screamed colourful obscenities at me. 
The disbelief at being called those things – the absolute hurt that he 
could think those things – sent shockwaves through me. It was the most 
I had ever felt for him. Making up the next morning was the most I 
had ever felt – ever. The relief, the passion; it was all so alive, so vividly 
colourful, and so real. I was entranced. 

I have dreams that I 
know I can achieve and 
my life is filled with 
happiness and love.

Me
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When he locked me into his house after a well-fuelled argument, I felt 
outlandishly wanted. When he held me afterwards I felt nurtured…and 
nurturing. At that very moment, the only thing that seemed important 
to me was protecting him. From his distant parents, from his favoured 
brothers, from his uncaring friends and from a world that simply did not, 
could not, understand this fury of colour and feeling. 

The snide remarks and public humiliations were all a small price to pay for 
the quiet moments we had alone. The electricity of these times became 
like a drug to me. I had to get my next fix. It was so powerful, so all-
consuming, that slowly but surely it became all I could think of. 

I knew that he felt it too. We were both addicts of a wonderful prescription 
that only we could experience. No one else understood – how could they? 
They were never witness to the intimate portrayals of depth between us. I 
had given up trying to explain it – we were two mixed up souls stumbling 
our way through the world together. People always fear what they don’t 
understand. 

Shattered crockery, a broken face, and a bruised ego meant that people 
refused to even try understand. I was forced to escape from my lively 
tapestry. I picked myself up from the tatters of my mom’s Christmas 
gift that had been smashed with a cricket bat. I got into my car with the 
snapped off indicator stalk and battered front bumper. I used my barely 
working phone that had earlier been thrown against a wall to phone my 
family. 

They tried to pick me up. The watered down colours I saw now were no 
match for the vibrant emotional oils that I had become accustomed to. I 
knew what he was going through – the guilt, sorrow, regret. How could 
I desert him now in his time of need? I couldn’t leave him alone; I had to 
be there for him. Everyone else will understand in time.

And it was worth it. I could literally feel the gratitude. His guilt permeated 
the air in deep swirls of intensity. I knew I understood him, as he held 
me so gently, so beautifully. His tears branded me, my sense of betrayal 
– at telling other people what he had done. I was the Judas. And yet, all 
was forgiven. 

Our weekend away was in secret. The emerald mountain hues echoed our 
feelings of hope and renewal. This was our third trip to the mountains 
in less than a year. Nickelback played softly in the background as I lied 
to my friends about where I was and told my parents that I was with my 
friends. I was 26 years old. 

And I was right. My family and friends eventually accepted that we were 
committed to each other. They stopped asking about “other people”, 
refrained from providing corny examples of how I was such an amazing, 
strong person. They ignored my shaking hands, my wondering mind and 
my vacant expression – and they were silently there for me. 

Funnily enough, I thought I 
was saving him.

I had given up trying to 
explain it – we were two mixed 

up souls stumbling our way 
through the world together.

Me
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Their concern felt like scorn. The friends that had disowned me only 
served to push me closer to the one person who provided me with the 
depth of feeling I so desperately needed. The psychologist was wrong, I 
didn’t depend on him, I understood him. 

Nothing changed, really. He was constant in his inconsistencies. I was 
consistent in my lies to cover it. The need for the strength of that feeling 
replaced any actual strength I had. 

I began to float through a life where nothing seemed real. Days turned 
into months. Locking me into the house turned into dragging me by my 
hair through the house. A warning squeeze of the hand turned into a 
badly damaged wrist. Broken crockery turned into cannon balls – aimed 
at me.

Months turned into years. And it all no longer mattered. The ripped 
clothes, the hidden bruises, the financial crisis, the broken possessions. 
Until, eventually, not even I was real. 

It was at this point that someone I didn’t recognise entered my life. 

The grand finale to this exhibition ended just as it began. There were no 
fireworks, no furious swirls of stars or imprisoned night breaths. I simply 
woke up one morning, packed my stuff and left. 

That someone was leading me through it all, gently packing my remaining 
possessions, driving me to my new apartment and nourishing me with 
comforting food. She was also there on the many lonely nights, the 
temptations I faced through misguided guilt, the whispered rumours, 
and what seemed the absolute brutality of the next few months of my 
life. 

She gradually pulled me through it and I began to feel better. I actually 
began to feel again. I began to see the colours within the world for 
their soft-spoken, certainly not unspoken, spectres. The wild images I 

had previously viewed now seemed horribly distorted, like some gaudy 
painting lining a hospital wall. 

But it was all confusing. 

I often felt the need to revisit those paintings, to study them. When I 
tried to bury my hurt in another man she was there to provide solace 
when my needs were far from fulfilled. I went out angry and acted badly 
and she held my hair back. When I laughed louder and spoke louder than 
anyone else, she knew. It culminated in a car crash that should never have 
happened. Still, she didn’t walk away.

She stood her ground and reminded me in a way of who I thought I 
should be but didn’t have the guts to become. I hated her for it. But I 
needed her. Together we learned how to see again. It started with simple 
pleasures: reading a magazine, eating chocolate and painting my toenails. 
It graduated to getting a haircut, beginning to pay off my debt and 
allowing myself to laugh again. 

She was with me when I felt alienated and felt as though everyone knew. 
When I blamed myself, doubted myself and tried to punish myself she 
was there. She counted every day I was alive, every day I should have 
been grateful to be free. 

There were no fireworks, 
no furious swirls of stars or 
imprisoned night breaths. I 

simply woke up one morning, 
packed my stuff and left.

Me
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Until eventually, I truly was grateful to be alive. 
 
I felt better every day. The angry colours subsided into warm, determined 
hues. I tried not to dwell on all that had been lost. Every minute was a 
battle – but at least it was a battle I had a choice in. 

Despite the perceived total enlightenment I experienced at that time, 
I failed to realise that I had also gained – immensely. It was nearly a 
year after finally leaving him that realisation dawned. I recognised her. I 
realised within a myriad of true colour that she, was in fact, me. 

I recognised her. I realised 
within a myriad of true colour 
that she, was in fact, me.

by Vanessa Herman

Why I Hate Yellow

The truth of the matter is that I should not have survived. Not because 
I do not deserve to live but because my life has been so deeply painful 
to live that the fact that I did not resort to hard drugs, prostitution or 
suicide is proof that the human spirit is indestructible. I decided to write 
this story, my story, because rape is so very prevalent in South African 
society today, especially rape by a trusted/well-known person, a family 
member or someone close to the family. 

One in five girls in South Africa will be raped or molested by someone 
she knows or trusts by the time she reaches 18 years old. I am writing 
this story because I wished that I could have read a story like this when 
I did not know where to turn. When I blamed myself for the fear and 
numbness that I felt on a daily basis. I prayed that there was some reason 
for my shame and self-defeating behaviours. I am writing this story so 
that another young girl or boy of twenty or a housewife of forty will 
recognise him- or herself and feel comforted and uplifted and seek the 
right kind of professional help to heal. The act of writing my story for 
publication is a healing milestone for me.

Sometimes life recreates the exact atmosphere of the initial memory and 
it resurfaces but only when you are ready. At the beginning of last year, 
during a traditional sweat lodge, my most painful memory to date came 
back. I have always suffered from claustrophobia during “the sweat”.  

Why I Hate Yellow
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I wanted to scream and run out immediately. It felt like the darkness was 
engulfing me, and the humidity closed around my throat until I thought 
I was going to die. 

The feeling of a heavy body with all its dead weight lying on top of me, 
covering my face so that I could hardly breathe, the heat of his body 
and the darkness. Awakening to darkness and suffocation and suddenly 
becoming aware that my father is raping me and that I was still pretending 
to remain asleep so as not to alert him, knowing that I could die from 
lack of oxygen at any moment. I was five years old at the time. 

My heritage has been a legacy of deep and continuous betrayal because 
I am my father and grandfather’s offspring. I’ve always hated the colour 
yellow. I did not know why until I was thirty-two years old. When severe 
abuse occurs the memory stores the information and only the associations 
attached to that information can be accessed – a colour, a smell or taste 
etc. – until the person is strong enough to remember the full details.

I’m lying on the changing room table and my father is changing my 
nappy. (My mother is not present, having an aversion to the sight of 
excrement or vomit.) He suddenly unzips his fly and takes out his penis, 
which is fast becoming erect. He then takes the yellow ribbon out from 
the bootee on my foot, which kind of serves as a decoration and as a 
means of keeping the bootees on my feet. He proceeds to go through an 
erotic play with the ribbon being dragged along his erect penis and then 
dragging it onto my exposed stomach and back to his penis. 

I’m lying on the changing 
room table and my father is 
changing my nappy.

The feeling I had then, since I was preverbal, was of being towered over 
by this giant being with this flesh “pole” coming out of him, pointing at 
me and somehow there being a connection between my exposed belly 
and his erection. 

Another recollection I have attached to the colour yellow is of my 
grandfather (my mother’s father) buying me a yellow pram for Christmas 
(he had remarried a Christian woman and we are celebrating Christmas 
with them). The yellow pram is a bribe to keep me quiet and to show his 
appreciation of the “hand job” he had forced me into in the outhouse 
on the grounds of his home. I was four years old at the time. He had 
tricked me by saying that his penis was actually a puppy dog and that I 
must stroke and rub the puppy hard. I knew intuitively that all this might 
be wrong but got confused. 

It was only when I wanted to stop because I felt all hot and spaced out 
(like I was leaving my body and climbing onto the ceiling), that I knew 
something was wrong. It was only then, when I pulled away and he took 
my hand and used his force by masturbating himself with my hand, that 
the real terror hit me.

In September 1993, at the age of twenty-nine, I joined the incest survivor 
support centre and it wasn’t long after that, that I became the assistant 

The fact that he had some 
integrity intact and that he 
therefore saw fit to confess I 

was very grateful for.

Why I Hate Yellow
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to the coordinator of that centre. For three years I took part in support 
groups, initially as a participant and then later as a facilitator. I planned 
and gave workshops and counselled both female and male adult survivors 
of incest and childhood sexual abuse. 

As I helped heal others so I healed, and it was due to this process that 
I was able to find the strength to unlock my repressed memories. At 
age 34, I confronted my father, who confessed to sexually abusing me, 
though he minimised and rationalised his abuse. He used the well-worn 
excuses that most perpetrators use: a poor sex life with his wife, it only 
happened once, he sleepwalked to my bed and he thought I was his wife, 
etc. The fact that he had some integrity intact and that he therefore saw 
fit to confess I was very grateful for.

Had he not confessed I had decided then never to set eyes on him again. 
It is due to his admission of guilt that I now choose to have a connection 
with him. This is highly unusual, as in nine cases out of ten the perpetrator 
denies any or all accusations against him.

I am writing this story with tears in my eyes so thankful to have reached 
this place of finally knowing that it was not my fault and that I did not 
cause it. Knowing that the past eleven years of conscious healing have 
paid off and my life is beginning to feel like a place of safety, joy and 
light. 

I once explained the effect of child sexual abuse as like seeing life with 
most of your senses turned off or feeling like you’re always in the middle 
of a silent black and white movie. When I began healing eleven years ago, 
suddenly the sound came on and I could hear the birds and really feel 
the sun setting and smell the sea. Finally I knew what everyone else felt. 
What it felt like to be truly “present” and not constantly disassociated.

I keep the most brilliant definition of “forgiveness” that I have ever heard 
written in the front of my diary. I think I heard it on one of Oprah 
Winfrey’s shows. It is the only definition on the subject that ever made 

any sense to me. “Forgiveness means really saying, I no longer give you 
the power to control who I am, how I think and how I’ll behave in the 
future. I take responsibility for all of that now.” 

In accordance with the above definition of forgiveness, I have begun to 
forgive my father. I have begun to take back what he stole from me: my 
authentic ability to love and be loved, my natural energetic power and 
my thirst for spontaneous soulful play with friends who honour who I 
am. 

I am finally beginning to see myself as a talented and highly intelligent 
individual who has an enormous capacity for transformation and the 
emotional and psychic ability to heal others. 

We are taught to minimise abuse and we also do this in order to survive 
it. We do not call abuse by its name. We say he was incestuous with me 
or he molested me, but seldom do we call it sexual abuse because abuse, 
due to our conditioning, does not include love and trust. Ugly and 
perverted strangers who have psychotic personalities and bad hairstyles 
always perpetrate sexual abuse. Not loving, ethical fathers or doting 
warm grandfathers or sweet cousins and helpful teachers or next-door 
neighbours.

Every adult has a host of excuses and rationalisations for emotionally, 
physically or sexually abusing a child. The child, in contrast, has no 
rational means of dealing with this level of shame, guilt and betrayal. 
They just end up blaming themselves. Thus begins a lifetime cycle of 
shame and guilt-perpetuating behaviours.

My advice to anybody beginning this process is, whatever you do, believe 
your hunches and do not let the denial win! Surround yourself with 
people who believe you. People who encourage your quest to heal and 
who honour your process! Find a support group of survivors. You may all 
be at different stages of healing. It is fine, even preferable, that everyone is 
part of the entire healing spectrum. If no groups are available, as I know 

Why I Hate Yellow
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very few are, see a psychotherapist who has some experience with incest 
survivors or adults who experienced childhood sexual abuse. Do not just 
take YES as an answer, ask questions that probe deeper to really see if 
the therapist understands the realities. Unfortunately, the old Freudian 
debunked myths still live here, and all over the world for that matter. 

Many professionals still believe that it is the fantasy of the female 
daughter to be raped by her father, or any man, for that matter. So to be 
believed is no easy task. Especially since struggling with one’s own denial 
is so traumatic, to have it mirrored back by someone calling himself or 
herself a therapist is devastating. A friend of mine, who happens to be 
a doctor, said, “the level of denial that someone expresses is always in 
direct proportion to the abuse they have experienced.” 

I wish anyone who is reading my story the courage to heal, the patience 
to feel and the self love to forgive yourself for the methods you have 
employed up until now to ensure your survival. With burdens always 
come blessings and I have many that I am very grateful for. I would like 
to see a day in which incest survivors are remembered, those who have 
lost their wills, their sanity and even their lives, and those survivors who 
didn’t just survive but were able to “thrive”. A wearing of a ribbon, a 
deep blue ribbon. The colour of a sky on a summer’s day, the colour of 
freedom and hope.

A wearing of a ribbon, 
a deep blue ribbon. 

by Muchaneta Drums

It’s a Blessing  
to be a Woman

One Sunday morning I was in church. Around 11 o’clock I received a 
call from my neighbours, telling me that the militia had set my house on 
fire. This was because they suspected that I was a staunch supporter of 
the opposition party.

I thought it was my right to support the party of my choice. Little did I 
know that they did not consider that to be my right.

I decided to run away with my precious life. What I did not know was 
that I was going from the frying pan into the fire.

I travelled from Harare to Beitbridge on a lorry, and there my problems 
started.

The driver made sure that I sat where he would easily have access to me, 
giving me a funny look now and again. That frightened me since I knew 
what that look meant. Who was going to rescue me? I was really worried.

I decided to run away 
with my precious life.

It’s a Blessing  
to be a Woman
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At the destination, the rest of the passengers were told to get out of the 
lorry except me. Meanwhile, the driver verbally and physically abused 
me. He shouted at me, pushed, pulled and grabbed me by the collar. He 
gave me three strong punches, accusing me of giving him fake money.

I was disgusted by the silence from my fellow passengers who were all 
male. I knew they were victims of fear. I was dragged into the dark nearby 
bush. He tore my underwear. That is when I realised that no one would 
rescue me except myself.

I had to overpower the lunatic somehow and escape. When he demanded 
sex, he sounded as if it was his birthright and that I had no right at all 
to say no.

I grabbed his private parts really hard. Only Jesus knows what really 
happened as things went very fast. All I remember was seeing him screaming 
and bleeding profusely. I got my chance to disappear into the darkness.

I had no idea that I would still face more problems. I was offered 
accommodation at a house in a Venda area. I thanked God because 
I managed to wash myself and got food. The man who gave me 
accommodation had a wife who was a nurse at a nearby hospital. She was 
on night duty. Later the man came into the room I was sleeping in and 
demanded sex as payment for the services rendered. By the grace of God 
I managed to escape. I spent the rest of the night in the bush.

That is when I realised 
that no one would rescue 
me except myself.

The next day I met a male police officer. Believe me, he was violent and 
abusive, demanding money because I had no travel documents. Even in 
the police force there are abusers. Abusers will be abusers, in government, 
educated or uneducated. That was what I came to realise.

I told myself that women have to defend themselves. No one else will 
if they do not. We need to take the centre stage and initiate the fight 
against the abuse of women. Woe betide anyone who touches my sister, 
mother, daughter or even grandmother. Never expect me to be silent 
anymore. I will speak and I shall fight. 

Never expect me to be 
silent anymore. I will 

speak and I shall fight.

It’s a Blessing  
to be a Woman
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by Narisha Singh

The Journey to Recovery 
is Paved with  

Invaluable Lessons

My participation in the POWA Essay Writing Competition is an 
intervention of fate in my journey to recovery. I have come to the 
realisation that every single thing I have been through, every single 
moment I have come through, as a victim of abuse, was to prepare me for 
this moment right now. And, that sharing my past torment will actually 
aid my journey to recovery. 

I am a 42-year-old Indian female. I have been a victim of emotional, 
verbal and physical abuse for most of my adult life. The perpetrator: my 
only boyfriend who later became my husband, with whom I shared 18 
years. 

During my early teenage years, I was a dynamic, vibrant and feisty young 
girl who fell in love with her attractive and charismatic neighbour. He 
was smitten with me too, and we communicated our feelings for one 
another by gazing at each other from opposite sides of the fence, or by 
exchanging letters. During this time, I unexpectedly lost my dad to a 
short terminal illness, and I turned to my “knight” for the comfort I 

needed. We began a courtship that spanned eight years, during which 
time I matriculated and completed a diploma in education.

My “knight” was possessive and overprotective. I perceived this to be a 
sign of just how much he loved me and cared for me. At times, when 
his behaviour became overbearing, it led to quarrels and break-ups, but 
within a short space of time we would make up. And so began our love-
hate relationship.

I cannot quite recall when he first became aggressive towards me, but 
there were incidents when he would raise his voice to me, use vulgar 
language, shake me up and rip my clothing. As time went by I began 
to isolate myself from family and friends, in order to avoid the constant 
probing, which resulted in a confrontation between us. I began to lose 
myself, and my dependency on my “knight” led to my marrying him.

At first, harmony prevailed. My “knight” was a caring, loving husband 
and a good provider. But as the “honeymoon” period began to wear off, 
my “knight’s” true character started to emerge. One afternoon upon my 
arriving late from school, my “knight” began his usual interrogation. 
In his rage, he shoved all of my personal belongings, which were on 
my dresser, onto the floor. The container, which held my “vermillion” 
(sacred dot), shattered and its contents splashed across the cupboard 
and carpet. I just stood in my bedroom, transfixed, not knowing how to 
react. My “knight” got into his car and sped off.

Of course, by the time he had returned the mess had been cleaned up 
and, to keep the peace, this incident was not discussed. An alarm bell 
did set off inside me, but once I saw that my “knight” was his usual self, 
I shrugged it off. Little did I realise that this was the start of far more 
horrific incidents. 

A year and a half later, my daughter was born. My “knight” became a 
doting dad, who was extremely proud of his beautiful daughter. Two 
years later my son was born, and his dad showered him with love and 

The Journey to Recovery is Paved  
with Invaluable Lessons
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affection too. He had now found something to meet his insecurities. 
My “knight” was very territorial when it came to his family, and we were 
not allowed to spend much time with anyone outside our family circle 
of four.

He, however, began to go out more and more on his own. He would be 
away from home for hours during the day and, as I was quite absorbed 
in my job as a teacher, taking care of all the chores in my home and 
seeing to the needs of my children, I did not pay much attention to his 
absence from home. It was only when it extended to the night that I 
realised something was wrong. I would sit up for hours waiting for him 
to return home. When he did return, and I questioned him about his 
whereabouts, his response would depend on the mood he was in. If he 
was in a good mood, he would make up some feeble excuse. If he was in 
a bad mood, he would swear at me, pull out tufts of my hair, knock my 
head with his fist and/or shove me. 

Early one morning, I received a phone call from a gentleman who 
informed me that my husband was having an affair with the gentleman’s 
ex-wife. He also provided me with the woman’s details, and information 
about the affair. When I confronted my “knight”, he claimed that he 
knew the woman, but denied that they were having an affair. However, 
the seed of doubt had been planted in my mind and every single day of 
the 10 years I continued to live with him was marked by doubt, suspicion 
and paranoia.

I began to search for some kind of evidence that he was being unfaithful 
to me. And the more I searched, the more “evidence” I would find: 
bills from department stores for clothes/jewellery; cash slips for items 
of groceries/toiletries he had purchased; movie tickets and so on. Upon 
learning of my findings, my “knight” began to openly show animosity 
towards me. He would mock, humiliate and degrade me by making 
negative comments to and about me.

By this time, my children and I were completely isolated from family 
and friends, so I was unable to actually confide in anyone. In any event, 
considering that I was constantly threatened about the consequences I 
would have to face should I ever discuss my personal life with anyone, 
I was afraid of the danger. To admit that one is being abused by their 
spouse is also unheard of in the Indian community. My only solace was 
to document my torment in my journal.

09/02/2000
Criticised my driving while I drove to school. Swore at me and punched 
me. Called me a puss and a cunt.

19/10/2000
Was punched, slapped, thrown around and kicked while I lay on the 
ground. Passed out on passage floor. Awoke in a pool of water, which 
was probably thrown on me. Assaulted because I questioned him about 
a certain cash sale.

09/06/2001
Assaulted in kitchen (banged head against wall tiles, cracking two tiles), 
bathroom, my daughter Rika’s bedroom and scullery. No cornflakes.

26/03/2002
Hand twisted, head knocked and back punched. I had stated I was ill 
because of his treating me badly.

My “knight” was possessive 
and overprotective. 

The Journey to Recovery is Paved  
with Invaluable Lessons
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These are just a few of the 33 incidents I had documented. As time went 
by, the assaults occurred more frequently, and they became far more 
brutal. If anyone asked about the wounds and scars, I would quickly 
provide an excuse. When I told my abuser that I wanted to leave, he 
threatened he would not allow me to take my children with me, or that 
he would kill me. My children and I had become prisoners in our own 
home. The animosity I now felt for him drove me to alienate and isolate 
myself from him.

During this time, even far more bizarre things began to happen. On two 
occasions, I spotted him with a little boy in his vehicle. My questioning 
him about this led him to not allow me to drive anymore. He claimed I 
was a hazard on the road, due to my rheumatoid arthritis. 

Often when arriving home from school, we began to discover that 
someone other than my abuser had been in the house. We would find 
extra dishes in the sink, little fingerprints on the walls, little footprints 
in the bathtub, my son’s toys and DVD collection had been tampered 
with. My commenting about these bizarre findings only aggravated 
the brutality of the abuse. At this point the situation in my home had 
become extremely volatile. My children and I desperately tried to find 
reasonable explanations for these findings, but we always arrived at the 
same conclusion.

I prayed countless times, day and night, that the truth be revealed and 
that my children and I be spared the torment. Finally, his mistress, whom 
I had been calling frequently, admitted for the first time after 10 years 
that she and my husband had been having an affair all this time, and 
that he was the proud father of her two sons, aged seven and two. I was 
shattered. 

That my and my children’s suspicions were correct, and that I had not 
been hallucinating as my abuser had often claimed, plunged me into an 
even more severe state of depression. In the days that followed, I was in 
a transfixed state. I knew not how to confront my abuser, whose only 
obsession for the past ten years had been to keep his double life a secret. 
Two weeks later, I was so viciously beaten that I had to be hospitalised. 
This beating was a blessing in disguise, as it provided me with a route to 
escape. 

On this particular evening, while my daughter (a matriculant) did the 
dishes in the scullery, I was being questioned and assaulted by my abuser 
about the way in which I had prepared his lunch (which he daily shared 
with his illegitimate son in our home, without my knowledge). He began 
to slap me repeatedly across both sides of my face. The only thing that 
I was aware of was that my face was being swung from side to side. It 
was only when I was punched twice in my stomach and winded, that I 
realised that my life was in real danger. However, I stood stoically, and 
accepted each blow, until my abuser felt I had been punished enough and 
he stopped beating me.

As usual, I rushed into the bathroom, where I usually locked myself 
after every assault. I looked into the mirror, and I froze! My face had 
doubled to twice its size. My left eye was completely shut and totally 
invisible. I was completely unrecognisable. I could feel my entire head 
and face expand and grow numb. Moments later I heard the sound of 
his car speed off, and I left the bathroom. My daughter’s hysterical cries 
and the sight of my 13-year-old son trying to console her, made me 
impulsively pick up the telephone and call my brother. As soon as my 

I prayed countless times, day 
and night, that the truth be 
revealed and that my children 
and I be spared the torment.
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brother arrived, I was bundled into his car and rushed to hospital. All the 
way, I incoherently tried to let out everything I had harboured inside me 
for so long. At the hospital, I was so consumed by the fear that I would 
be hunted down and killed, that I had to be sedated and locked in the 
psychiatric ward.

The injury to my eye was a real eye-opener to me. The messages of 
support, encouragement and motivation that I received from countless 
family members and friends made me realise that my children and I 
deserved a better life. My abuser did not visit me in hospital, and neither 
did he allow my children to visit me. My not being able to see my children 
spurred me on to discharge myself from the hospital and to risk my life 
once more. I returned home, only to inform my abuser that I was leaving 
and that I was taking my children with me. 

Painfully, one door closed, another opened. My journey to recovery 
began. I had to: start afresh, with only a few items of clothing I had 
managed to retrieve; be nursed back to health, physically and mentally; 
learn how to improve my appearance; regain my self confidence and 
vibrancy; rebuild my self esteem…become the woman I was meant to 
be.

I do experience setbacks, but I have learnt to pick myself up every time I 
hit a detour, and to keep going. Also, everything we undergo is a lesson 
in life, and I know that there are still more lessons to be learned. A long 
journey lies ahead of me. 

Painfully, one door closed, 
another opened.

by Rudo Kanyemba

The Hall of  
Second Chances

“Close the door! Please close the door behind you!” These are the words 
shouted every now and again in The Hall of Second Chances. This is a 
hall for females, which they now use as their home. As if the door can 
protect them from every man in the whole building, they keep shouting 
for the door to be closed. 

This has been my home for the past two years. Two years have drifted by, 
full of terror and misery. Two years have happened while I watched as if 
I wasn’t a part of the whole fiasco.

The building houses on average 2 000 people on a given night. These 
include men, women and children. Women of The Hall of Second 
Chances number on average 70 adults per night. The Hall of Second 
Chances women are the most privileged by the standards in the building, 
because they have a space to sleep, access to a shower, can cook and are 
not chased out of the building during the day.

Yes, the door mentioned can close but cannot lock. This was meant to 
increase the vulnerability of the women, but then the men were caught 
unawares on the rebound. The door has the lowest panels removed, 
leaving a gap big enough to fit the biggest men in the building with 
ease. It was hammered open by Steve, one of the young men whose life 

The Hall of  
Second Chances
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revolves around The Hall of Second Chances but is currently in jail for 
yet another crime. When he destroyed the panel, his aim was to ensure 
24/7 access to the women’s hall either for stealing or harassment. 

The door offers little privacy but the women change clothes, even in its 
present state. No one talks about repairing it. It has become a symbol of 
the unity that has grown from the struggle that these women have gone 
through to protect themselves from men. To change clothes, one must 
shout loud enough for the door to be closed and that is if the person 
nearest it will cooperate.

Every one of these women has a story to tell about why they are there. 
Whether they fled economic hardships or political violence, they share one 
common experience of sexual harassment, abuse or emotional abuse.

The last time the door was fitted with a key and a security latch, the men 
went berserk and sent Steve to destroy it. Unbeknown to them, they 
were preparing for the women’s recovery ushering them into a world 
of second chances, a place where women take a stand. My only regret is 
they did not do it sooner. 

As a mature professional woman, I had been used to taking a stand, and 
to protecting the women and making the situation as normal as possible. 
Here I was, unable to even protect myself. I felt helpless. 

I landed in hot soup several times. What with drunken men barging into 
the hall to cause havoc and mayhem, either for purposes of stealing or 
getting women for their other appetites.

A beer bottle violently thrown at me by one rastaman high on dagga 
missed me and hit the cupboard behind me. How he managed to miss 
me like that, only God knows. All I had done was beg for mercy on 
behalf of the woman he was physically harassing, hitting her with his 
rastaman stick. 

A flying hotplate stove damaged Lucy’s mouth, leaving her without one 
front tooth, and that was after profuse bleeding. This from a man high 
on alcohol and drugs claiming that Lucy had led his “wife” to sleep with 
other men. The said “wife” was a girlfriend who happened to have his 
baby, but then he had abandoned her, taken the baby away and was living 
with another girlfriend and the baby. The man had a chain of women he 
was sleeping with in the building. The “wife” in question had assumed 
the game over and had moved on with her life, which did not feature him 
or the baby. Lucy’s alleged crime had been to befriend the “wife” and do 
their own thing.

Women of The Hall of Second Chances felt helpless and just looked 
on and watched while the drama unravelled, full of one abuse form or 
another. Once I tried to talk some sense into the hotplate man and almost 
had hot oil I was using for fat splashed over me. The grace of God keeps 
showing up and the hotplate man could not do it. 

If one woke up around 2 or 3am, one was likely to witness one of these 
men snatching a bag or some other item from the hall. These are hungry 
men who come by for food or other items to steal for money.

There were times when knife-wielding men burst into The Hall of Second 
Chances, fighting and throwing around any items nearest to them. All 
these experiences have influenced the character and helped shape the 
views and opinions of the women of The Hall of Second Chances.

Here I was, unable to even 
protect myself. I felt helpless. 

The Hall of  
Second Chances
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The women have learned to defend themselves the hard way. A rude 
awakening. One minute everyone is sound asleep, the next, missiles of 
knives, a variety of chunks or pieces of metal are flying all over the hall 
from, not one or two men, but a group of men, who purport to have 
been wronged in one way or another. They would attack one or two 
women while the rest cowered against the walls, into the cupboards or 
storeroom. They did this to get whatever they wanted from these women. 
These attacks occurred for several months until one day Steve came into 
the hall wielding a knife around 3am demanding cellphones. Line by 
line, he demanded, throwing pillows and blankets all over. Nobody 
surrendered their phones. They hid them in their panties. Nobody would 
lose their phones.  

***

It started off just like a veld fire would, because it really spread. Slow 
grumbling in one corner and some mumbling in another until there was 
a general unspoken consensus for instant justice. Two women pounced 
on Steve, disarming him of the knife. Every woman grabbed a weapon 
of some sort and used it to hit Steve. Cooking sticks, broomsticks and 
the like were used until he somehow managed to escape. A group of 
his friends descended on The Hall of Second Chances on discovering 
what had transpired. Before they could even use their knives the women 
attacked them left right and centre. They ran. Throughout the building 
news spread of what had happened, putting an end to the terror the men 
had used to get what they wanted.

The kind of women in this hall have fled homes because of one reason or 
another, but there is one underlying factor. They have experienced one 
abuse or another. They had seen it all before. Yet yours truly has received 
one big shock of her life. Finding oneself in an environment so harsh and 
bereft of humane behaviour does not prepare one for adaptation and 
adjustment. From a background of hard work and comfortable living 
conditions into the frying pan of the hall of terror. The Hall of Second 
Chances was made real by these incidences that were tough but had to 
be done. Now all one needs in the hall is to pick up the pieces and carry 
on, making a new life.

It is rather late for a man who might want to force himself on me. Having 
spent the last 16 years training young women, coaching them on life 
skills and counselling them on the maladies of life, it would not be easy 
to move me. What I was not prepared for was witnessing it unfolding in 
my face. Happening to women I stay with and then who might resist the 
help I offered or even put me in danger of physical abuse to the point of 
threatening my life.

The Hall of Second Chances women have become so united that the 
men in the building really have to think twice now before paying them a 
visit, and even then approach the women in a civil way.

Life in this hall is now what it was meant to be in the first place, by the 
man of the cloth who put us there.

Except for the little things that go missing here and there, there is 
normalcy in The Hall of Second Chances. That I can handle easily, since 
things can be replaced. What cannot be replaced is the tooth lost in a 
fight or the skin scarred. Now all one needs in the hall 

is to pick up the pieces and 
carry on, making a new life.

The Hall of  
Second Chances
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Notes
Notes from the Writers

Becky Apteker – I live in Atholl, Johannesburg, in a large house with a tiny 
garden, a fluffy dog with blue eyes and five of my own gentle men to care 
for. I am currently working on a dissertation towards my Masters in Clinical 
Psychology. I am learning Hebrew for fun and love listening to people telling 
their own stories. I have a book called Written in Water, which is prescribed 
for high schools around South Africa. I have had short stories accepted 
for a number of anthologies, and was placed second in YFM’s Express 
Yourself writing competition for radio in 2007, as well as being placed in 
the Commonwealth Broadcasting Association Short Story Competition in 
2006.

Robyne Bellingan – I am a 20-year-old girl who has battled a devastating 
five-year-long drug addiction and eating disorder as a result of childhood 
sexual abuse. Since entering my last treatment programme at the age of 18, 
I have managed to turn my life around. I am doing a degree in International 
Studies and learning to speak Mandarin Chinese, and I have a fantastic job 
at Exclusive Books. My family was unfailing in their support and they never 
gave up on me, helping me to rebuild my life and encouraging me to become 
what I am today.  

Delight Lungelwa Buthelezi – I’m 21 years old and currently completing 
my Honours degree in Accounting. I’m also working on my first novel, 
which began as random scribblings in a notebook. I list Poppy Z. Brite, 
Richard Mason and Helen Zahavi as my favourite writers, especially Richard 
who is South African and had a bestselling novel by the age of 22. Seeing 
an interview of his actually motivated me to keep persevering despite having 
been told that when you’re young you have nothing important to say. 80 
000 words later, I believe as long as you have the desire to write, you can find 
something interesting to write about.

Notes from the Writers
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Muchaneta Drums – I was born on 22 December 1966 in Harare where I 
was raised. I have four children aged 22, 19, 16 and 8. I am a true African 
lady. I stay at the Methodist Church in Central Johannesburg. I like going 
out with my children and also watching soccer.

Leah Gharbaharan – I am a 19-year-old student, going into my third year 
of Media Studies at Rhodes University. I have always nurtured a love for the 
arts, as well as for the media industry and its uses. Having lived in South 
Africa all my life, I am highly aware of the challenges women face every day, 
and upon seeing the topic of POWA’s poetry competition, I found that I had 
to write down how I felt – if my thoughts would give hope to others, I had to 
do it. I believe that as a nation we possess the strength and resilience to keep 
fighting abuse, and striving for equality and respect for all people.

Vanessa Herman – I was born in Cape Town and lived in New York and 
New Mexico. I wrote from the age of 12 because I found it hard to speak. 
I will start an MA degree in Creative Writing at Wits in 2009 and plan to 
write a novel. My essay won The Riggs Gold Medal Essay Award at the City 
University of New York in 2001. It was entitled ‘Surviving Chicken Soup 
and other Things Yellow’.  

Jane Higgins – I am in my late 20s and currently live in KwaZulu-Natal. 
I grew up in Europe and various parts of South Africa. After graduating 
from Rhodes University with a degree in Journalism and Psychology, I 
spent time overseas working in the communications industry. On returning 
to South Africa in 2005, I have continued to work within the media and 
communications fields. Personal writing is a wonderful expression of 
thoughts, life and experiences for me.  

Elizabeth Joss – I am 23 years old and have recently completed a Masters 
degree in English Studies at the University of Stellenbosch. Creative writing 
has been my outlet, my passion and my indulgence. From an early age I 
have always taken pride in my creative work, at first writing poems and then 
moving on to short stories. To me, writing is a gift, a gift that has made me 
not only able to express myself, but also a gift in which I can create, imagine, 
retell and conjure up ideas buried deep in my subconscious. Stories are a way 
in which I can cope, deal with, and understand the complex workings of our 
South African society. 

Rudo Kanyemba – I was born in Mutoko, Zimbabwe in July 1964. I am a 
teacher of Science and Physical Education and Sports. I became a lecturer in 
Physical Education and Sports at Nyadire Teachers College but I resigned in 
2006 and fled to South Africa because of the situation in Zimbabwe. I have 
an adult daughter and a granddaughter.

Lisa Koekemoer – I completed a clothing production course dreaming of 
becoming a fashion designer, I made every garment here and there, dabbled 
with designing men’s shirts, did lots of waitressing, and at the age of 32 I 
decided I was going in the wrong direction. I stopped, decided to follow my 
dream, and pressed the rewind button back to when I was 18: I enrolled in a 
Journalism and Creative Writing course through Intec College (which I am 
finishing soon). Otherwise, I am engaged to my love, (sometimes nemesis), 
Ian.

Yvette Labuschagne – My roles as daughter, wife and mother have always 
been paramount to me, sadly to the detriment of Yvette, the girl, and Yvette, 
the woman. But now for the first time in my life, I’m asking myself what it is 
that I want, not what I think is the right thing to do. I chose to honour the gift 
of life that God has given me, and that choice influences my decisions across 
the board daily. Happily, that choice is not only opening up opportunities 
to me as a person, but it’s also giving me more value as a daughter, wife and 
mother to those who mean most to me. ‘Yellow Elephants’ is the first short 
story I have submitted for publication.

Boitumelo Lekalakala – I am a 21-year-old student from Mafekeng, in my 
third year of Language Practice at the University of Johannesburg. I have a 
passion for words, which express my innermost thoughts and feelings.

Elizabeth Magakoa – I was born in 1972 and spent my childhood in 
Limpopo Province. I went to school in Daveyton, Benoni and I’m a mother 
of two. I’m always writing: I did a scriptwriting course with SASOL and 
Alfa Visions, and achieved a Mayoral Achiever’s Award for my novel in Pedi 
about woman and child abuse, which I self-published. I also performed a 
poem for SABC 2 under Voice of Africa. Presently, I am a member of Women 
in Writing, and South African Women Entrepreneur’s Network (SAWEN). 
Motivation is my motto.
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Duduetsang Makuse – I am a 20-year-old woman who overcame sexual 
abuse that occurred in my early childhood. I wrote ‘Harassin’ my Ass’ 
during the anti-harassment period on our university campus. It was an act 
of activism as well as a personal expression against the war waged on women 
and children’s bodies. 

Kazeka Mashologu-Kuse – Born in East London 24 years ago, I am a 
true Eastern Cape girl. I grew up in Umtata and completed my Media 
Studies degree at PE’s Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University in 2008. 
An avid reader, I believe that my life is the way it is because I read. A good 
book, a healthy balanced nutritious meal, yoga, meditation, theatre, art and 
entrepreneurship are some of my favourite indulgences. My goal is to be an 
iconic feminist voice in pop culture and mainstream media. I am currently a 
freelance writer and an entrepreneur living in PE.

Keamogetswe Mooketsi – I am a 25-year-old accountant, who is passionate 
about life and believes in personal development and motivating others to 
stretch out and reach their full potential. My personal motto is: I have Ganas; 
the desire to achieve, to win and to grow.

Lebogang Moutlane – I am employed by Telkom SA as a legal consultant.  
It’s very challenging and different compared with a law firm, but the rewards 
are worth the challenge. I’m from a very close family, with 3 elder siblings. 
I unfortunately lost my father in 2003 during matric and every day since 
then has been a struggle because he was my best friend. With God by my 
side, some days have been better than others. I’ve been writing poems since 
mid-high school but never took part in any competitions until 2004 when 
I entered The Poetry Institute of Africa competition. To my surprise my 
writing was published in an anthology titled Departing Dawn. It was an 
honour to be published and I hope my encounter with POWA will create 
many more doors in my life to open. 

Nolonwabo Moyakhe – From a young age, I somehow always found 
comfort and solace in turning simple words into poignant poetry. Now I 
am a 17-year-old scholar on the threshold of adulthood, just beginning my 
own journey of self discovery. I come from the Eastern Cape, from a small 
town called Masingatha near King William’s Town. Even though I have no 
personal experience of abuse, I wrote the poem with the aim of touching 
the lives of many women who are gradually rebuilding their shattered lives.  

To all women of South Africa I say stay strong, for one day we will all reach 
our promised land of inner peace.

Cathy Park – Writing connects me with myself and others and helps me to 
make sense of my world. I fulfilled a childhood dream at the age of 33 when I 
wrote my first book, Inside Outside. Since then, I have had my own business 
as a facilitator helping people create lives that are passionate, productive and 
profitable. For many years during my marriage, I lived two lives: one as a 
creative and happy entrepreneur in the world; the other as a woman living 
through violence and abuse at home. My personal essay, ‘Going Out to 
Come Home’, is one of several pieces of writing that have been an essential 
part of my journey back home to myself, and to a whole and good life. 

Arja Salafranca – I am a journalist, short-story writer and poet living in 
Johannesburg. I have twice won the Sanlam Award, for short fiction and 
poetry. My work has been published in South African and international 
anthologies and journals. I live in Johannesburg and currently edit the 
Sunday Life section of the Sunday Independent. 

Nerine Schilder – I am Capetonian and proudly South African. I am a 
mother of a beautiful daughter and a handsome son. I have a passion to 
support women in abusive situations as I come from an abusive background. 
I believe that there is hope for women and men in abusive situations. For me 
it was better having loved and letting go than holding on and living in pain; 
because a word spoken is an emotion from the heart. So we should guard our 
tongues against words of scars.

Narisha Singh – I am an educator and private tutor, and a single parent to 
Marishke and Naval, who are both my pride and joy. I am an avid reader of 
inspirational and motivational books. My favourite authors are Dr John F. 
Demartini and Louise Hayes.

Karina Magdalena Szczurek – a writer and literary critic, I am the author of 
Truer than Fiction: Nadine Gordimer Writing Post-Apartheid South Africa. 
My short stories, poetry and essays have appeared in various literary and 
academic journals and anthologies. I am a regular book reviewer for the 
Sunday Independent and the online art magazine Itch. I live in Cape Town 
with my husband, author André Brink, and our three cats: Mozart, Salieri 
and Glinka. 
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POWA VISION

To create a safe society that does not tolerate violence against women, 
and where women are powerful, self-reliant, equal and respected. 

POWA MISSION

To be a powerful, specialised and multi-skilled service provider that 
contributes towards the complete eradication of violence against women 

in society, in order to enhance women’s quality of life. 

POWA provides counselling, legal advice, court support and shelter to 
women survivors of domestic and sexual violence. POWA also engages 

in research, training, lobbying and advocacy.

Contact POWA on: 011 642 4345 or visit our website: www.powa.co.za

Survivors of violence are often forced to fl ee sites of violence. 
Women survivors cross vast emotional and geographical spaces 

to fi nd a place of relative safety.
 

In this collection, the fourth highly successful annual POWA Women’s 
Writing Competition, entries were submitted in the categories of 

poetry, short story and personal essay. The resulting works describe the 
transformation of the fl ight from violence into a journey of healing.

 
Told from a survivor’s perspective, they paint the reader a textured 

emotional picture of the highs and lows, and the inconsistencies, of the 
struggle to put themselves together again as they battle to fi nd their centre, 

and reclaim their space in the world.
 

The book also includes artwork from the CDP Trust.

POWA Women’s Writing Competition 2008
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